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The shortened 25mm stroke that was pioneered by the original 

Cast’izm QD still delivers remarkable casting distances for its 

compact size. This ‘mini big pit’ has now shaped further carp 

reel development in the Cast’izm BR and Emblem BR. Shallow spool taper 
and high diameter

200mm circumference 
of a filled spool

CAST’IZM CONCEPT 
COMPACT 25mm SPOOL

EMBLEM BR CAST’IZM QDA

As featured on the Korda
Masterclass DVD volume 3



WATCH

ONLINE

Product featured: Emblem BR, Cast’izm QDA and Cast’izm BR. RRP from £199.99 to £350.00   I   daiwasports.co.uk   I                 

GOES FURTHER
THAN YOU THINK

Redesigned ‘compact’ Bite ‘n’ Run 
on BR models

‘Mag Sealed’ rotor water barrier 
on Cast’izm models

Innovative HIP line clip 
on all models
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CAST’IZM BR



Time spent watching carp is the quickest route to catching more. 
What you don’t see can’t help you. Nash sunglasses use high 
quality TAC polarized lenses to cut down reflected glare, 
allowing you to see deeper into water for vital behaviour  
and feeding clues.

Sur-Face Floating 
Polarised Sunglasses

Available with Amber 
or Grey lenses

Micro-Pak Folding 
Polarising Sunglasses

Available with Amber 
or Grey lenses
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The fish fell to a tiger nut

hook bait presented just

feet from the nearside bank

under the cover of a large

branch canopy.

Unhooked and returned to

its watery home, the fish

first had its mouth treated

with antiseptic liquid so it

stays in great shape.

Such was the action on the

water this fish was caught

from that it was joined

in the net by another

common just ounces larger.

ITSDOWNFALL QUALITYCARE BRACE
This beautiful fish,

glistening sedately on the

unhookingmat is a 20lb-

plus common caught by

big-carp guru Elliott Gray.

ONTHEMAT
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08WHAT’SOCCURRING
The latest news and competitions from the social
media side of carp fishing.

12TIE&TRY
Wetalk to Lewis Readabouthowheand

TerryHearndeveloped the classic stiffhinged rig.

15THEHUNGRYCARPER
Becausebank life doesn’t have tobe just

PotNoodles andMars Bars…

16TWOBITES,94LBOFFISH
We lift the lid ononeof thebest ever brace
captures, caught by LukeVallory.

24STILLONTHEHUNT
MylesGibson continueshis pursuit ofDinton’s
White Swancarp.

30WHATWOULDTHEPROSDO?
Weget in themindof KevHewitt to learnhis
methods for finding the spots on the spots...

58THECAMPAIGNANGLE
EdBetteridgehits the roadand takes inmultiple
venues – for big returns.

64WINCOSTASHADES
We’vegot threepairs of theseawesome

polarised shadesup for grabs.

68ADAPTTOSUCCEED
Keepingonhis toes,MarkCooksonbagsbig carp
from four counties.

.
72QUESTIONTIME
Our experts give their opinionsonhook-

bait colours.

76FOURMINUTEFIFTY
How longdoes it take to catch thefishof

your dreams?AlexWest did it in justminutes.

84SUBSCRIBETOACF
Get theworld’s best big-carpmagazinedelivered
directly to your door everymonth.

86BYROYALAPPOINTMENT
RickHurley takes onadays-only lake in the
groundsof apalace.

92GREATESTCAPTURE
Whenopportunity knocked,DanTaylor took the
chance for a surface-caught fishof a lifetime.

98GEARGUIDETACKLE
Wetakea lookat thenewgear thatwill help you
putmoreandbigger fishon thebank.

102GEARGUIDEBAIT
Theboilies, particles, liquids andother gear tohelp
get your spots fizzing.

104ACFTESTED
Weget out on thebank toputAdvanta, Solar and
Stickygear through its paces.

109/111/113/115GEARGUIDESPECIALS
Wetakea closer lookat products fromFortis,
Spotted Fin,DaiwaandWychwood.

118THEQUEENFALLS
Part twoofWarren Fenn’s focused campaign to
land thebiggest in the lake.

126ADAMPENNING’SDIARY
Passport in handandEurotunnel booked, Adam
goes looking for someEuroaction.

130 ICON
Thegiants and legendsof carping– this

month, themammothTwoTone.

What amad couple ofmonths

it’s been – big carp aplenty

and a new-look ACF.We’ve

put huge effort into the last

couple ofmonths to bring

evenmore value to every

issue of Advanced Carp

Fishing that you read.

Getting inside themind of

every angler to bring you the

subtle edges thatmake them

so successful, and giving you

more for your hard-earned

money, that will help you

catchmore fish and take your

carp fishing to the next level.

Getting you involvedwith

themagazine is important

to us, so if youwant to learn

more about a particular

subject then be sure to e-mail

us andwe’ll get our crack

panel of big-fish anglers to

answer your question.

Thismonth’smagazine

features a whole section

dedicated to the art of

stalking; an exhilarating form

of carp fishing but one that

many anglers struggle with –

so here’s your chance to read,

learn and getmore from this

brilliant form of carp fishing.

Check it out from page 36.

MaxHendry
Editor

58THECAMPAIGNANGLE
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36CLOSEQUARTERSSPECIAL
Getup closeandpersonalwithour
special section.

38THESNEAK
NickBurrage’s approach to stalking
monsters from themargins.

44STALKINGESSENTIALS
Wetakea lookat the tackle thatwill give you
the stealthadvantage.

48CLOSEENCOUNTERS
Acampaignonaday-ticketwater sees
BradleyWegner strike goldunder his boots.

52WASHINGLINERIG101
Keep it tight on the far-bankmarginwith
HarveyWatson’s insights to the tactic.
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“I COULD FEEL THE WHOLE

WEIGHT OF THE FISH, LIKE

NOTHING I’D EVER FELT

BEFORE.”
Luke Vallory Page 16

34

30030

LukeVallory’sincredible brace
o b.

The skills to improveyour close quarterscarping with ourspecial section.

Find the rightspot to catchyoumore.

16

COVER STORIES

acce
for 94lbb.

76
How one anglercaught the
big 50 in justminutes.

98 Check out ourtackle reviews
before you

buy.

COVCheck



Carp Of The Month

This month it’s Ross Horner with the Two
Tone linear, a carp he dearly wanted to catch.
A white hot shrimp hookbait coupled with a 
stringer tempted the ancient carp.

Instagram Of the Month
@advancedcarp

You couldn’t get enough of
this 28lb fully scaled caught

by Kev Hewitt on a recent
session at Wraysbury One –

such an impressive fi sh.

Each month we take our favourite
posts from the world of social media
and beyond.

www.advancedcarpfi shing.com

Advanced Carp Fishing

Magazine (the official fan page)
@advancedcarpmag @advancedcarpmag #advancedcarp

The carpiest trade show on earth

We attended a small trade show up
in Leeds a few weeks back with a 

collective of carpy brands – Fortis, Sticky,
Thinking anglers and Navitas were all in

attendance.
We particularly like the new Vistas from
Fortis, which are reviewed on page 111.

With the release of some new Navitas
clobber too it’s a good time to be hunting
for some fishing clothing. Other standout
gear included the new Manilla range and 

Thinking Anglers new camou range of
luggage that looks particularly cool. Check 

them out in shops now.



FacebookMainline baits
One of the biggest carp bait manufacturers
in the world, Mainline’s page is full of carpy

videos and captures from all over the world.
It also showcases its new bait, the

Essential Cell.

Instagram@alexgrice1
Alex Grice sure is a talented photographer

and his IG feed proves just that. Epic photos
on his angling travels, check him out.

Twitter ESP Carp Gear
ESP is among the carpiest brand going, and 

their Twitter page reflects that in droves.
Lots of big carp captures from their team of

awesome anglers. Check it out to see the
latest in tackle releases and big carp.
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Twitter
Karl White has been sending us some absolutely

awesome shots of late from his fishing on a number of
Essex Club waters; this incredible shot of a bite caught

live for the camera is a particular favourite of ours - can
you guess which rod is going off...

The Future’s Bright For St Ives
Former home to the Fat Lady and now the monstrous 50lb
mirror Colin, St Ives certainly has a big-fish pedigree when

it comes to big carp. The stock fish that fishery manager
Gordon Howes has introduced are doing well too. Here

is the mouth of the first of the stockies to hit 30lb in the
venue. It’s sure to thrive in the water.

Facebook Of the Month
Advanced Carp Fishing magazine (official fan page)

This month Scott Lloyd sent us some footage of a truly
once in a lifetime angling experience. From up a tree he

witnessed the Burghfi eld Common take his hook bait
in and spit it out. Hailed as the best big common in the 

country it’s an epic piece of footage. This small mirror
was the consolation prize but we reckon it won’t be long

before Scott gets his chance to meet the fish again.

Get Involved
We are always interested in what you
have to say, or show us for that matter,
so don’t forget to tag us, message us, or
alternatively you can e-mail the editor at
max.hendry@dhpub.co.uk.
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CC Moore releases
Seasons of Carp
If you have some spare time
in the evening then be sure to
check out this awesome DVD
by the guys at CC Moore. With
chapters from the likes of Matt 
Jackson, Gaz Fareham, Mark
Pitchers, Simon Scott and James
Hibbard, it’s well worth a watch.

June Comp Winners
Shimano TX9 Comp

Jason Lowe, West Yorkshire
Aqua Fast & Light Brolly Comp
Brian Richardson, Portsmouth

Mark Stacey, Stoneleigh



Like Us on Facebook for all the 

latest news, deals and more!

01482 639 900
Order online at www.chapmansangling.co.uk

email : sales@chapmansangling.co.uk

www.chapmansangling.co.uk

208-212 Hull Road, 

Hessle, Hull, HU13 9NH

Tel : 01482 62 99 11

21-27 Beechway,

Ashby, Scunthorpe,

North Lincs, DN16 2HF

Tel : 01724 862 585

Zed Bed 3 Wide

Scope Ops Bed

Zed Bed 3 WideFREE
SHROUD

Worth £54.99
NA4913

FREE
SHROUD

Worth £54.99
NA4913

Code Colour

NA4471 BLUE

NA4472 GREEN

NA4473 RED

NA4474 WHITE

Code Model RRP Price

NA4459 9ft 4.5lb £186.99 £169.99

NA4461 10ft 4.5lb £197.99 £179.99

Free Nash H-Gun 
BP10 Reel 
worth £43.99

9ft 4.5lb Rod

Car Mats

CODE SIZE

NA5127 Small

NA5128 Med

NA5129 Large

NA5130 XL

NA5131 XXL

NA5132 XXXL

CODE SIZE

NA5121 Small

NA5122 Med

NA5123 Large

NA5124 XL

NA5125 XXL

NA5126 XXXL

Your Path,
Your Choice Hoody 

Your Path,
Your Choice T-Shirt 

Vintage style combined 
with classic designs,

Vintage style combined 
with classic designs,

Summer 
Starter Pack

NA5496 

£270
RRP: £494.93 

Dwarf Overnighter Shelter
NA5154

RRP: £109.99

£69.99
SAVE £40

NA4669
RRP: £21.99

£9.99
SAVE £12

ALL SIZES
RRP: £39.99

£31.99
SAVE £8

ALL SIZES
RRP: £19.99

£15.99
SAVE £4

NA4935
RRP: £208.99

£160
SAVE £49

NA4916
RRP: £406.99

£275
SAVE £132

ALL COLOURS
RRP: £104.99

£94.99
SAVE £10

NA4936
RRP: £307.99

£250
SAVE £58

Siren R3 Bite Alarms



+PLUS+

FREE
DELIVERY

ON ALL ORDERS
OVER £50

Shop opening hours:
Mon - Sat: 9am - 5:30pm *
Sun: 10am - 4pm
* late night Thursday 7.30pm

Mail order hotline: 
Mon-Fri: 8am - 8pm   Sat/Sun: 9am - 5pm

Postage Charges
£4.99: Small items  /  £7.99:  Large items

Customer Services: 
Mon-Fri: 9am to 5:30pm  Sat & Sun closed

GET YOUR COPY OF OUR

LATEST
CATALOGUES
NOW AVAILABLE

THEY’RE PACKED 
WITH GREAT DEALS 

ON GREAT GEAR

Prodigy GT3 Rods Prodigy GT5 Rods

Affi  nity 8000 LTD Reel

Evo Sleeping Bag

Super Cyfi sh 1 Man Bivvy Super Cyfish 1 Man Dome

Ventec Evo 
Sleeping Bag

Affi  nity 7000 FD 
Big Pit LTD Reel

Big Snooze+ 
Smooth Sleeping Bag

Armolife   
Jumbo Power Kettle

NXG 
Large Chilla Bag

NXG 
Chilla Bag

Sanctuary
XL Safety Weigh Sling

Affinity 7000 
Liveliner LTD Reel

Emcast
Evo 5000 Airbail Reel

PU2433
RRP: £169.99

£100
SAVE £70

FO3235
RRP: £64.99

£59.99
SAVE £5

GR1539
RRP: £259.99

£159.99
SAVE £100

GR1541
RRP: £319.99

£199.99
SAVE £120

FO4287
RRP: £129.99

£119.99
SAVE £10

PE1338
RRP: £139.99

£87
SAVE £53

TR0539
RRP: £39.99

£31.99
SAVE £8

TR0386
RRP: £29.99

£23.99
SAVE £6

TR0903
RRP: £74.99

£54.99
SAVE £20

TR0843
RRP: £34.99

£27.99
SAVE £7

TR0910
RRP: £39.99

£27.99
SAVE £12

PU2434
RRP: £169.99

£100
SAVE £70

DW1955
RRP: £99.99

£40
SAVE £60

INCLUDES
FREE

VEN-TEC COVER 
FOR THIS

SLEEPING BAG
Worth £54.99

FO3238

INCLUDES
FREE

VEN-TEC COVER 
FOR THIS

SLEEPING BAG
Worth £54.99

FO3238

SAVE
40%

ON RRP

Prodigy di g t

DL Black Edition 12ft Rods

GR1845
RRP: £119.99

£64.99
SAVE £55

Code Model Price

AF3321 2.75lb £99.99

AF3322 3lb £109.99

AF3323 3.25lb £119.99

AF3324 3.5lb £129.99

AF3325 Spod £129.99

AF3326 Marker £129.99

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE

Op i i l m

DW3505
RRP: £149.99

£50
SAVE £100

Theory G50 Carp Rod plus Reel Deal
DW2996/
DW1955
RRP: £244.99

£100
SAVE £146



L ead,

one of

themen

behind the

development

of the stiff

hinged rig.

Lewis Re

f

THERIG TO TRY
THISMONTH

STIFFHINGEDRIG
Lewis Read recalls themomentwhenhe
andTerry Hearn created this iconic rig.

I
n the science of carp fishing I’ve

always found it easy to come

to terms with rig mechanics -

specifically understanding the

fundamental requirements needed

to create rigs that are mechanically

effective, react quickly and present

a bait well.

My epiphany in this area occurred

a long time ago when friend Terry

‘The Tench’ had a brainstorm of

how to improve a rig we’d seen;

the result was something that

revolutionised mine (and many

other anglers since) carp fishing

– the much copied and subtly

adjusted hinged stiff rig.

It was the evolution of a concept

we’d both been shown by big-

fish angler AlanWelch who’d had

success with it on a very tricky

water – the black amnesia rig.

The first time I saw this rig was

on the Car Park lake and it left a

big impression on me. It was a

hinged stiff rig, but the hook bait

mounting sat awkwardly on a hair –

the feeling was it could be tidier. In

essence, the bare bones of the final

rig were there – a boom section

with a loop and a rig ring to which

we had added a hook – but the key

was how to mount the hook bait to

enhance the rig’s potential.

Terry showed me the Domhoff

whipping knot that worked well

with the out-turned eye of the

boilie hooks that sat nicely with the

thick monofilament. With it tied we

both sat there looking at it – that

was ‘the’moment.

We agreed that a D on the back

of the shank would position the

hook bait perfectly and Terry tied

a version that was virtually ‘it’. The

only thing was that it required

gluing to keep the D in position.

Then I remembered a nylon

‘swimmer rig’ I’d used years earlier.

It had had a loop through the eye

secured in place by melting the

mono. As I reached for the lighter

we both had the same idea…

Putting the baited rig in the sink

we laughed like kids, Tel pointing at

it saying: “Look at it, just look at it!”

As it settled on the bottom of the

basin we decided it wasn’t simply

a rig; it acted more like a trap,

poised ready to snare any carp daft

enough to suck the hook bait in.

The way it sat. The way it reacted

12

when touched. We both knew it was

absolutely right from the start.

Most readers will know that Terry

is without doubt one of the best

anglers there is, and with the new

version of the rig in hand he started

using it on the Car Park straight

away. A week or two later he’d used

it to catch Heather.

From there the rig was improved

slightly with the development of

specialist stiff filaments and hooks

(with Terry’s input at ESP). The

addition of a swivel at the base of

the hook section enhanced the way

the curved end section could twist

and react, but apart from this and a

few other small changes the rig has

remained largely unchanged.

Whether the hook link’s tied with

a short or long boom, or the boom

is a soft or stiff material, they all rely

on the ‘perfect’ hook section the

two of us originally came up with.

The general behaviour of the

rig and its mechanics are as good

as they get, and it hasn’t been

surpassed as a pop-up rig. It

consistently offers superb hook bait

presentation that resets perfectly,

even after being sampled.



JOE STEPHENS
The hinge stiff rig, what can I say
that’s not already been said. It just
works, there’s no ifs, buts or maybes.
Once they’re hooked they’re mostly
banked. The rig is perfect for the
style of fishing I like to do, targeting
the dirty, silty and light weedy areas
over the cleaner more blatant spots.
Fishing with a spread of boilies or
fishing as singles at showers, for me
it’s the rig I go to all the time.

DARRELL PECK
The hinge stiff rig is so effective,
because it ticks somany boxes. It’s
tangle free, almost invisible from
above, reacts quickly when picked
up and re-sets after an aborted take.
I feel it’s best suited to pop-ups,

fished two to three inches off the
bottomwith 12 to 16mmbaits and
a boom of five to 10 inches. Ideally
you want a clear bottom so the
boom doesn’t get propped up and
the rig kicks away from the lead
properly.
It’s nowmy go-to rig for range

work after using it to great effect
on a 50-acre syndicate lake. The fish
were holed up at long range and I
managed to invade this zone tangle
free, landing 29 of the 30 bites I had.

“THE WAY IT SAT. THE WAY IT

REACTED. WE BOTH KNEW IT WAS

ABSOLUTELY RIGHT FROM THE START.”

Lewis Read

03 The key aspect
to the hook is that it
needs an out-turned
eye in order to create
the shape of the chod
section at the top of
the rig.
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02 The hook bait is
presented on a D off
the back of the hook’s
shank. This is created in
a swimmer rig style with
the tag from the top of
the knot being brought
back on itself, passed
back through the eye
and blobbed on the
inside with a lighter to
create the shape.

04 The top section
of the rig is created
from stiff filament with
the addition of a curve
in the shape helping
to turn the hook for a
more positive hooking
reaction from the rig.

07 The stiff bit of
the rig comes from the
boom section created
from very stiff, high
poundage filament that
works to keep the top
rig section away from
the rest of your setup,
untangled, and touches
it down on the bottom
gently in combination
with the pop-up.

01 You’ll need to use
a buoyant hook bait
to deliver the pop-up
presentation nature of
the rig. This also helps
to lower the rig onto
the bottom after casting
so it fishes as it should.

06 This rig is usually
best fished helicopter
style and for best results
a free-running ring and
swivel combo should
be used.

05 To counteract the
stiffness of the filament
use a loop at the end of
the rig section to allow
the whole thing to pivot
and act more naturally.

08 The loops in the
rig should be tied using
a figure-of-eight knot
and they should be
rounded, not elongated,
to give themmore
movement.





T
wenty-four hours in. The work is

hard. Fish are showing, you’ve

done everything right but the

bobbins haven’t moved a millimetre.

You’re flagging. The bedchair feels

glued to your backside and you can’t

bring yourself to move. What you need

is an energy boost. Some slow-release

protein mixed with carbohydrates in

the mix, and you want them to taste

like an angel’s dancing on your tongue.

Welcome to the minted lamb and

potato meal – this stuff is way north of

delicious.

MINTEDLAMB&POTATOES
Dig in andget set up for the session ahead.

THE

COOKIT

CARPER

Take your lamb steaks
and lay them in the pan –
drizzle them with any juices
left in the bag.

01

Cook the lamb for around
six minutes, remembering
to turn them regularly to
ensure they cook evenly
on both sides.

02

Once the lamb is semi-
cooked take a tin of
potatoes, open it a little
and drain out the liquid.

03

Put the potatoes in the
pan with the lamb, close
the lid and cook for six to
eight minutes.

04

Cook the lamb to your
personal preference of
tenderness.

05
Once cooked, add a leafy
side salad to your plate
and serve up the lamb and
potatoes.

06

Grab knife and fork, dig in
and enjoy.07

INGREDIENTS
Two minted lamb steaks

Tin of peeled new potatoes
Leafy salad

Tastebuds set to DEFCON 1

This meal is designed to be
cooked in a RidgeMonkey pan
(www.ridgemonkey.co.uk ) and
uses top-quality ingredients

from
The Hungry Carper

(www.thehungrycarper.co.uk)

15

HUNGRY
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LUKEVALLORY
Hertfordshirebased

Luke isahugely

dedicatedangler,

oftenfishingastring

ofovernightsessions

inaworkingweek.

Sponsors:Stickyand

Korda.
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I
had just caught Baby Basil at a new
PB of over 45lb. It was one of three
fish that I dearly wanted to catch and
I didn’t really know what to do next,
so I went back to a club water that I

had fished throughout winter. There were
some incredible commons, one of which I
had caught, but another that eluded me.
It would also give me a chance to have a
few socials with friends, so I decided to
give the big pit a break.

We got into fish straightaway and it
was really enjoyable. The effort involved
in fishing the big pit was mentally and
physically draining, whereas this place
was relaxed and just what I needed.

I arrived one evening for an
overnighter, got the rods out in super-
quick time and had a couple of lovely
fish the following morning, including a
lovely 30lb common. I had been using the
Manilla on there during winter and did
really well on it, so the fish had already
come across a fair bit and I think it made it
a little easier.

I returned later in the week and

managed three fish, including The Blind-
Eyed Common at over 36lb, one of the big
commons that I was after. I did another
night the following week, but it was
approaching May and I knew I had to get
back over to the main lake.

I was now all out for one of the
remaining two targets from the pit. The
main one being Moonscale, which is an
insanely cool carp and she can go big
too. The other is the lake’s biggest fish,
El’s Fish, which has been over 50lb on a
number of occasions.

I got back on the lake one evening and
it was fairly busy. I couldn’t get where
I needed to be, so stood in a small bay
looking for signs of carp. It was very
shallow and not an area you would
expect them to hold in numbers, but
there was a chance that one of the bigger
fish could glide in looking for sanctuary.

There was loads of weed about and I
got up the tree for a better look. I could
see the odd one coming in and out and
it looked as good a place as any to do the
night.

We lift the lid on one of the best brace captures EVER.

BRAIDFORSENSITIVITY
Luke adopted braided main line

to help combat the crayfish. The

extra sensitivity means that he

can see how active the crays are

on his chosen spot. If there is a

lot of activity he will recast more

often to ensure his hook baits

are intact.

HOW LUKE VALLORY
HAD TWO BITES FOR
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Luke fishes two rods
most of the time,
preferring to keep
fewer lines in the water.

I flicked one rod out on a clear
spot and the other to the reed line.
Early in the morning I got wiped
out on the rod fishing to the reeds,
thanks to a coot. I couldn’t risk
getting it back out there with some
of the weed surfacing. I opted
to flick that one in short instead. I
caught a little stockie an hour or so
after repositioning the rod.

I woke up early and could see
the reeds twitching. I brought that
rod back in and flicked it to the
original spot by the reeds. Within

an hour, it smashed out of the clip
and an epic fight ensued.

It smashed me all around the
bay and I eventually netted Baby
Moonscale, which was a repeat but
a lovely old carp.

I was back during the week
for an overnighter, but nothing
happened. I kept plugging away
and walking the pit when I could.
The fish had started to spawn at
one end of the lake, so I took a walk
up the other end to see what was
going on. There seemed to be a lot

of fish that didn’t have spawning
on the brain.

I decided to fish for the carp that
didn’t look frisky and were up for
some grub. I managed a couple the
following morning, fishing over a
fair bit of bait too.

The crayfish weren’t that bad
and I was getting away with
fishing properly too. I was using
hinged stiff rigs with big slabs of
putty down the hook link. This is
normally a no-go in the areas rife
with crays but they didn’t seem too

Baiting the entrance to the out-
of-bounds with some Manilla to
give the fi sh a sample.

“THE BANKER ROD PULLED
UP TIGHT AND I WAS ON

IT IN A FLASH. IT WAS
A HELOVA FISH.”
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there confident of a bite.
I had a few crayfish bleeps until

midnight and just as it began to
get light I stuck the kettle on. Then
the banker rod pulled up tight and

Another short session result, Baby
Moonscale caught from a quiet bay.

A stockie mirror that is thriving in 
the lake and enjoying the bait.

El’s Fish is a true giant of the Lea
Valley, testament to the hard
work Luke puts in.

DETERTHECRAYS
The combination of nut-based

boilies and the Cloudy Manilla

Liquid seemed to be of much

less interest to the crayfish.

This allowed Luke to use boilie

hook baits instead of plastic, an

edge that he felt made a real

difference to his results.

bad and I could use boilies and not
mess around with plastics. I had
been using boilies all year and was
yet to have a problem, but others
were using the plastics, which was
certainly giving me an edge.

Perhaps the crays didn’t like the
Manilla? It was great for me; the
carp absolutely loved it.

I got back for the weekend and
fished the night in a swim that I
thought the fish had been hanging
around in. I managed a little stockie
but it didn’t look great and I was
looking for a move. I was going to
go home, but a couple of forties
had been banked and I had to have
a look.

I knew it was on for another
one, so packed the gear away and
barrowed round to that area. I
got into a swim that had recently
produced a big fish, but had blown
in recent years. It used to be very
productive but, other than that big
mirror, it hardly produced anything.

I knew it could do another one,
so I decided to do the night. I had
fished the swim before and knew

where I needed to fish. It faced an
island and up to that was a very
small spot in like an alcove. It is just
big enough for one rod, so I put
all my effort into getting that one
bang on.

It was very hard and firm and I
wanted to fish a wafter hook bait
over it. I shrink-wrapped the wafter
to be sure the crays would leave
it alone should they be there. I
fished the other on a hinged, again
wrapping the yellow pop-up.

I then made a little spod mix of
mixed-sized Bloodworm pellets,
whole and crushed Manilla and
Cloudy Liquid. I put 15 Spombs on
the money and everything couldn’t
have gone better.

I had been baiting the entrances
to the out-of-bounds for weeks. The
fish always get in there and I knew
they would be eating it. It gave me
the confidence that when they
came across is again, they would
presume it was safe to eat.

I saw a few show around the
island that I was fishing to and as
evening moved in to darkness, I sat



I was on it in a flash. I walked back
slightly to keep it away from the
island and straightaway I knew it
was a good fish.

I could feel the whole weight
of it, like nothing I had felt before.
It tried to get right into the alcove
but I managed to steer it clear. I get
her out and she went off to the left.
She wasn’t going fast but the sheer
weight and power took it away from
me, helplessly cupping the spool.

Once I turned her head, I began
to gain line and she was beaten.
Staying deep, I could feel every
headshake and my heart was in
my mouth. I then caught a glimpse
of her as she breached the surface

and I could see the full width of
this massive mirror and I gingerly
teased her towards the net. I
stretched and strained to get her
in and there she was, El’s Fish, the
biggest mirror in the lake and one
of the largest in the valley.

I stood there in awe of this 50lb
carp. I made a few phone calls
and the lads were straight round
to give me a hand. My friend
congratulated me and forced me
to get the rod back out. He was
convinced there was a chance of
another one and he was right.

I had a couple of hours left, so
grabbed a rig from the wallet and
got the rod back out. I was fishing
with small sticks of Manilla crumb,
soaking in Hemp Oil to make sure
everything didn’t tangle and to add
a small amount of attraction around
the hook bait. I didn’t want to put
any more bait out and risk spooking
them, so that was enough to try
and tempt another bite.

We began to zero the sling and
sort the camera settings, then the
recast rod melted off. I knew it was
another big fish and I had a right
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Laying El’s Fish down in a 
clearing of the Lea Valley Park.

battle with it. The atmosphere was
electric and everyone was buzzing
to see what it was. I could see the
fish around 15 yards out; it was
Baby Basil again, which was a little
disappointing to be honest. It was
still an epic old carp but I am not a
fan of recaptures.

I had the two biggest fish in the
lake sitting in the nets, which made
up a brace of nearly 100lb.

We sorted El’s out first.
Amazingly, she weighed 53lb 8oz,
my biggest fish ever. We got some
lovely shots and I slipped her back
speechless, staring at her immense
width as she glided into her 60-acre
home. We then got Baby Basil out,
unhooked her and checked her for
any marks or damages. She was as
clean as she always is, never getting
caught too often. She weighed
46lb 5oz, so had put on weight
since the last capture, which was
nice to see.

I slipped her back and we all sat
there blown away. I had never had
a buzz quite like it in fishing and
that morning will remain etched in
my memory forever.

Baby Basil completed the
monstrous brace of carp
totalling 94lb.

ACF

“I HAD TWO FISH 
IN THE NET FOR A

BRACE GETTING ON 
FOR 100LB !”



CHIA SEEDS – THE 
ULTIMATE SUPERFOOD?

This all-year bait utilises the nutrient rich chia seed, peanut protein, refined 
milks & a pure Madagascan vanilla extract. Available in freezer and shelf life.



IT’S YOUR TEMPEST.
KEEP IT THAT WAY.
FIND OUT MORE AT WWW.TRAKKERPRODUCTS.COM

Tempest
INSECT PANELS

Introducing the new range of dedicated Insect Panels 

for our multi-award-winning Tempest range of 

shelters. Available in three sizes to fit the Tempest

Bivvy System/Tempest Air, Tempest Composite 

and Tempest Brolly, the Insect Panels are easy 

to fit – simply clip on, peg out, and enjoy 

an unrestricted view of the lake without 

being bothered by unwanted guests. 



Fosters of Birmingham, Unit K, Moor Lane, Witton B6 7HH

0%
24 & 36 MONTHS’ LOW-INTEREST CREDIT AVAILABLE ON A

HUGE RANGE OF PRODUCTS - TYPICAL APR 15.9%. SUBJECT TO STATUS

UP TO 18 MONTHS’
INTEREST-FREE
CREDIT AVAILABLE ON SELECTED ITEMS

THE UK’S FIRST DEDICATED
MOBILE FISHING SUPERSTORE!
• BROWSE OUR EXTENSIVE ONLINE CATALOGUE
SHOP AND BUY SECURELY FOR FAST DELIVERY

Fosters

TTT
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Fosters

•
•

WE ACCEPT
ONLINE

Fosters of Birmingham LTD is registered in England and Wales 6073721. Registered Office: 483 Birmingham Road, Marlbrook, Bromsgrove,
Worcestershire, B61 0HZ. The address of Fosters of Birmingham is Unit K, Moor Lane, Witton, B6 7HH. Fosters of Birmingham acts a credit broker

and only offers credit products for Secure Trust Bank PLC trading as V12 Retail Finance. Credit provided subject to age and status.

WE ACCEPT

PROLOGIC FIRESTARTER
1-MAN BIVVY
+ WRAP

ULTEGRA 14000
XSD REEL

@fostersofbirmingham

RRP
£179.99
O/P £149.99O/P £149.99

RRP
£149.99
O/P £139.99O/P £139.99

RRP £259.99
O/P £134.99O/P £134.99

STICKY BAITS MANILLA
BAIT RANGE

CUSTOM BUILT RODS
Cerbera / Chimera
Torrix TE Specials

Hand built in-store
by Bob the rod!

FOX CAMO SUPA BROLLY
60’ MK2 SYSTEM

£29.99
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AQUA FAST &AQUA FAST & 
LIGHT MK2 BROLLYLIGHT MK2 BROLLY

O/P £279.99O/P £279.99

O/P £199.99O/P £199.99

FISH SPY CAMERAFISH SPY CAMERA

NASH H-GUN
WIDEBOY BEDCHAIR

RIDGE MONKEY REMOTE DUO
BIVVY LIGHT AND ACTION
STATION

FOX CAMO EASY
MATS

NEW
2016

NEW
2016

NASH R3 ALARMSNASH R3 ALARMS

SIRENDEAL1SIRENDEAL1 - 2 SIREN R3- 2 SIREN R3
ALARMS + R3 RECEIVERALARMS + R3 RECEIVER

SIRENDEAL2SIRENDEAL2 - 3 SIREN R3- 3 SIREN R3
ALARMS + R3 RECEIVERALARMS + R3 RECEIVER

O/P £304.97O/P £304.97

O/P £399.96O/P £399.96

BEST
SELLER

RRP £369.99
O/P £339.99O/P £339.99

9.99929.9999

£34.99£34.99

NASH INDULGENCENASH INDULGENCE
MOON CHAIRMOON CHAIR

RRP £99.99RRP £99.99
O/P £89.99O/P £89.99

FOX EASY SHELTER

NOW £189.99NOW £189.99
RRP £249.99
O/P £224.99O/P £224.99

AVID CARP BASE 
CAMPER BIVVY

STANDARD
RRP £69.99

O/P £59.99O/P £59.99

XLXL
RRP £89.99

O/P £79.99O/P £79.99

DEEPER FISH FINDER 
SONAR

PRO

ROD HUTCHINSON BIG KIPPER SLEEP SYSTEM IIROD HUTCHINSON BIG KIPPER SLEEP SYSTEM II

STANDARDSTANDARD
RRP £379.99
O/P £304.99O/P £304.99

XL
RRP £429.99
O/P £343.99O/P £343.99

Extremely easy to set up,
they can be used for a simple
overnight or for your longest
session.

RRP £131.99RRP £131.99
O/P £64.99O/P £64.99



After the success of his first session, MYLESGIBSON
stays hot on the tail of the Dinton White Swan carp.

MYLESGIBSON
Myleswillbe

targetingDinton

Pastures for itselusive

mirrors thisyear,

exclusively inACF.

Sponsors:Korda,

Sticky,AquaProducts,

PhatfishClothing
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ON A ROLL
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T
he session was going
well, landing two fish
on my first outing
at Dinton. Things
got better as the

session progressed, fishing for a
further two nights and landing
eight more carp. There were
some cracking fish involved in the
hit, with a nice mixture of scaly
mirrors and pristine commons.

I was a little surprised to have
had so many bites on my first
trip and left the lake absolutely
buzzing. It was such a huge
excitement and all I could think
about was the next trip.

I had gone through over 7kg
of boilies and knew that I needed
to come back better prepared.
There seemed to be a lot more
fish than I thought and the way
they were smashing bait indicated
to me that I needed to bring some
shelf-life in case I got on the fish
like that again.

I finished work early on the
Sunday and headed straight
down to the lake. I must have got
there for around 4pm and it was
completely flat calm. It looked
blissful and prime for getting the
rods out perfectly.

There were some big westerlies
due on the Monday, so I wanted
to make sure that I had everything

rocking on the spots for when
it started blowing up. The swim
that I had caught from the week
previous was free and with the
conditions lending themselves
to getting out long, I decided to
jump back in there.

I got the rods back on the areas
perfectly and put around a kilo of
Manilla over each rod. I woke up
early the following morning and
the westerly was quite cold and I
didn’t see anything.

I was looking at a move and
had a look at the other end of the
lake and sat in a quiet bay known
as Southpark. A few good fish had
been caught from that area over
the weekend and it did look good.

I moved the gear round and
drifted out in the boat for a look,
where the water was unbelievably
clear and I could see everything,
including the weed growth in
the edge and where it began to
clear. I dropped the rods in close,
staggering them all in a line and
scattered bait around them.

I woke up the following
morning and nothing had
happened. The bay seemed
lifeless, with no shows or signs
of fizzing anywhere. It had been
light for an hour or so and I began
to get itchy feet again, when I saw
a couple of fish stick their heads

After the
success of his
first night on
Dinton, Myles
continued this
form for a few
more sessions.

MYLES’EDGES
Be adaptable: Don’t fish

the same rig for different

situations.

I use a chod rig when the

situation dictates, ie when

it’s weedy and I don’t want

to disturb resident fish.

When I am fishing a clear

spot I will change to my

faithful pop-up rigs. This

way I am playing to the rig’s

strengths.

out to my right.
I brought one of the rods in and

without knowing the lake bed in
that area, I flicked a choddy to the
zone. It didn’t work, but was worth
a try and I could see the odd fish
cruising and occasionally showing
in the vicinity.

With nothing else to go on I
thought it was worth staying for
the last night. I dropped the rods
back on to the spots and the bait
was still there, so didn’t need to
replenish them with any more.

Around midnight I woke to a
ripper; I picked up the rod and it
was stripping line off the clutch,
slowing down as it went on before
everything went solid.

I did everything I could to
get the fish free, but not being
allowed to go in the boat after
darkness made the proposition
even harder. I managed to get in
an elevated position right at the
top of the bank, and applied as
much pressure as I dared. The fish
then erupted on the surface and
with that, the hook pulled.

It did feel a good fish but you
never know, do you? Nothing else
happened on that trip and I left
with my tail between my legs, but
positive that what I was doing was
working.

I was back down late on the
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Sunday. I did a quick lap on the
pushbike and didn’t see anything.
I was losing the light and had to
decide on plotting up somewhere
soon. I’d seen a few fish on the
way back round to the van, close
in to the bank on a northerly wind.

I decided to go on what I saw
last week and drop a couple of
choddies in close for the night.
Nothing happened, so I was
looking for a move. Everything
was virtually packed down and
I went off on the bike again in
search of some carp.

I found a few fish showing on a
southerly breeze at the opposite
end of the lake. I got the gear
round and even when I went
out in the boat, I saw fish show
between the bank and me. I came
back to that area and had a quick

got out in the boat and once free
from the weed, it towed me all
over the place. I eventually get
her near ready for the net, when
the hook pulled. I was gutted;
distraught knowing that it was
a lovely deep chestnut brown
mirror, certainly over 30lb.

Not wanting to dwell on it too
much, I got the rods sorted and
ready for the night ahead. No
more action followed and I left the
lake with a blank-saving 22lb to
show for my efforts.

I was back the following week
for a three-night session, having
booked a day off work. It was
the first real warm southwesterly
we’d had so far and I wanted to
be in the teeth of it. I stubbornly
sat there for 48 hours, seeing and
catching nothing. I decided to up

When the fish did the
off, Myles took to the
boat to locate them.

scope about to see what I could
find.

I blocked up a couple of areas
and got the rigs out to them
precisely. I baited each with
around a half a kilo of Krill and
the traps were set. Then I tidied
up, flicked the kettle on and the
middle rod was away. It powered
off and I had to jump in the boat
almost immediately. The weed
was getting up and the fish
seemed to find it straightaway.
Once above the fish, I got her out
the weed and netted a pristine
common of 22lb.

That was it for that day and
night, but out of the blue the
right-hander was away in the
morning. I wasn’t expecting it, as
I had seen nothing at all for the
hours spent watching the lake. I



sticks and move on the final night,
to the swim that I had 10 fish from
on the first trip.

I was breamed out at 4am,
with no rods left in the water,
and feeling totally dejected and

other end of the pit in a bid to
leave them in peace.

I hoped there were a few
loners up the other end and with
the wind pumping in, it looked
prime for it. I got all the rods

IT ONLY TOOK AROUND HALF AN HOUR AND I HAD A LOVELY
LOOKING COMMON OF 27LB 6OZ IN THE NET, SHORTLY
FOLLOWED BY 25LB COMMON  ON THE LEFT-HAND ROD.

beaten I packed the gear down
and made the long journey home.
I was back down the following
week and saw a few fish having
a go at spawning. I wasn’t totally
sure, but went out to the island in
the boat to have a closer look.

It seemed that there were just
a few smaller fish looking in the
mood, so I decided to go to the

out perfectly and sat back as
optimistic as ever.

Nothing happened that night,
so I had a mooch in the morning
to see if I could find them. The lake
was really quiet, so I jumped in the
boat and went for a look in that,
as walking round saw no carp
sightings at all.

I found a few in the channel

where I had caught the 22lb
common from a few weeks before.
I didn’t want to disturb them and
knowing that it was pretty weedy
all over that area, I decided to flick
a few choddies out in the zone.

both on light leads and scattered
a few more baits in the zone.

That night the liners and
sightings stopped and by 10am I
knew they were definitely gone,
so I packed the gear up, jumped
in the boat and went for a mooch
around. It was around 24ºC, which
was the warmest day of the year
so far, so I knew that I would find
them somewhere.

I ghosted over an area of
silkweed and I could see dark
shapes among it. There must have
been seven or eight fish, with the
biggest touching the 30lb mark.
It would have been a big cast in
the crosswind to get to them, so
I made a mental note and carried
on looking.

I stood up and let the wind take
me down the lake, looking around
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I put on the rods on Krill pop-
ups straight out of the pot and
scattered around 2kg of bait with
the stick.

It only took around half an
hour and I had a lovely looking
common of 27lb 6oz in the net.
This was then shortly followed by
25lb common on the left-hand
rod. I flicked the rods back out,



COVERLOTSOFGROUND
Myles uses a pushbike to get

round Dinton quickly. It allows

him to quickly see where the

fish are and contemplate a

move. It is also quicker than

walking, reducing fishing time

in the wrong swim.

and searching for any other signs
of carp. On my travels, not too far
from the bank at the windward
end, I saw a couple of fish show, so
it looked a good area for the night.

I went in with the same
approach: long chod rigs set up
on leadcore, each with light leads
and a 16mm Fishy Krill pop-up.
I scattered the bait in the area
and was delighted with how it all
went – it could not have gone any
better.

A few hours passed before
the right-hand rod was away. It
weeded me solid and I applied
a bit of pressure, gently teasing
it back towards me. It came in
gradually and didn’t kick up
much of a fuss at all. I netted a 
huge ball of weed and I could 
make out the scaling of a
common. It turned out to be a
fish that even one of the regulars
didn’t recognise, a long, angry
one-eyed common. It was bang
on 30lb and I was buzzing on that
one, a real cracker and a rare one
by the sound of it.

The supplies were running low

and I needed to go shopping,
but just couldn’t bring them in.
I decided to slum it for the last
night, with hardly any water, no
phone battery, a small amount of
turning milk and two roll-ups left.
I hoped it would pay off and to
my joy, at 2am the right-hander
pulled up tight.

Unfortunately, it was a bream! I
put the rod back out, got back in
the bed full of slime, exhausted
and dehydrated, but was awoken
shortly after by a proper bite. It
ripped the rod off the rest and was
thrashing round on the surface
before I even got to it. After a mad
fight, I netted a lovely looking
linear of 25lb 2oz. I popped her
in the sling while I got sorted, put
the rod back out and then did a
few self-takes.

After getting back in the bag
I must have only just nodded off
when the middle rod was away.
This time it was a chunky, big-
framed mirror, really grey in colour
and in perfect condition. She went
27lb 12oz and while sorting the
self-takes, I felt the adrenaline

overruling my sheer exhaustion.
It was just starting to get light,

so I popped the bag over my head
and tried to get a little more sleep.
Before I knew it I was back out, rod
in hand and playing another carp.
This time it was another linear, but
just over the 20lb mark.

I slipped it back and got a few
hours’kip. I woke up not having a
clue what the time was. I politely
asked one of the walkers and it
was just gone 9am, and I had to
be back for 1pm. I wrapped the
gear up and set off for home one
happy man.

I was buzzing to get back down
the following week, but I had the
phone call to say they’d begun
to spawn and the lake would be
closed for four weeks.

I was a little lost, but almost 
forgot that I had my Elstow Pit
2 ticket. I decided to do three 
nights on there, having never
seen the pit before and not
knowing what to expect. It was a
pretty successful first trip on the
whole, but I will save that for next
time…

As the surrounding
trees woke up, so did
the fish. This Epic
common tipped the
scales at 30lb.
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KEV HEWITT attributes his success to
finding the best spots to fish on the lake

bed. Here is how he does it so consistently
to catch big carp on a regular basis.
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A 28lb fully
scaled caught
with accurate
feature
finding.

create a tight area in which to get
bites from.

The second scenario is when
there is an abundance of weed.

What do youdowhen there’s a lot

ofweed?

I will always aim to find a clear
spot, no matter how big or small.
Sometimes it will take me just a
few casts and others it will take me
an hour, but once I have found a
fishable area I can log it for all my
future sessions.

Sowhat’s the next step once you

have found a spotwith a bare

lead?

I switch to a breakaway lead.
This shows you how clean the spot
really is. A lot of the time you will
think you have found a really nice
clear spot with a bare lead, but you
run over it with the breakaway
lead and it will be not
as clear as

you first thought. This will involve
another few exploratory casts
with the bare lead to try and find
something more suitable.

Does the spot have to be as clear

as possible?

I would rather it were completely
clean yes, namely for rig
presentation and baiting. You don’t

want your bait hanging up in
the weed away from your rigs.
Sometimes it can’t be done, but

a light covering is still fishable.
If an area of light weed is my

only option, then I will commit
some bait to it in a bid to

getting the fish to clear it
for me.

What is the process yougo

throughwhenfinding a spot?

For me it’s about fishing areas
where the fish are frequenting.
Normally I have seen them
showing in this area, so it makes
sense to try and find a feeding area
in their vicinity. I might build up
a picture of where the fish spend
their time the most over the course
of several sessions and events to
really dial in where I think I will
most likely get bites from.

I start off with a normal
tournament-style lead. This is
the ideal tool when you want to
keep resistance to a minimum to
maximise feel. If the area is clogged
with weed then I need to ensure
that I can feel the subtlest areas.
The bulk of a marker float will also
catch up on the weed and make it
harder for you to find a spot.

Two scenarios will emerge from
your initial plumbing. Number one
is the lake will be completely clear
and you could present on most of
the lake bed with no discernable
features. At this point your bait
becomes the feature, so it’s down
to your accuracy with the bait to

WORKTHESPOT
Kev makes sure his middle

rod is always the one

catching the most fish. This

ensures that he moves his

rods to make this happen.

This can often give him

multiple bites off one spot.

TOOLSOFTHETRADE
Kev starts all feature finding

with a bare tournament style

lead. Once he has found a

smooth area he works it with

the breakaway lead. If it is

clear, he will cast around the

spots to deduce the depth

around the swim.
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The line clip is a vital tool when working out the lie of the lake bed.

I have had sessions where the
right-hand rod gets all the bites
and you can’t seem to get the
others rocking. I then put my left-
hand rod to the right of the rod
that is getting all the bites. I aim to
have my middle rod getting the
most bites. Quite often, a little re-
jig of the rods will get you multiple
bites from the area.

Doyouhave any instances of fish

preferring to feed in a certain area

on the spot?

I found a gravel bar on Wraysbury
from Peg 10. It was nice and clear
and the fish were regularly in the
area. I nicked a couple of bites from
it, but was convinced that it could
do more. I shot a feature with Rob
Hughes, where he dives a spot
after it has been baited to see how
my spot-finding skills fared. I was
fishing on the edge of the gravel
where it met the silt. Rob found
that the bait on the gravel had not
been eaten and the bait on the silt
had been devoured. There was a
discernable line between the two.
From then on I wrapped the rods a
couple of feet further so that they
landed in the silt. I had nine fish in
less than 24 hours. The difference
that two feet made was huge to
my catch rate.

I learnt that the fish on
Wraysbury prefer to feed on silt.

Once youhave found a spot you

are happy to fish on,what next?

I will cast to its boundaries and
see how far I can go left and right
and how much further the spot
extends back. I always note all of
this down in my book for future
reference. I then get the marker
out and cast around area. I am
looking to see the depth variation.
It might be that the spot is only
a rod length wide but with huge
depth variations that would make
it awkward to fish. I will measure
the depth all the way along the
spot to make sure I know exactly
what I am fishing over. To my
mind, an even-depth spot that is
surrounded by weed but clear on
the lake bed is perfect.

Kev will always ensures his middle
rod is the one getting the most
bites.

So even if the spot is half a rod

lengthwidewill you try and fit

three rods in it?

Yes. I will always fish the rigs
together no matter how tight the
spot is. It depends on the venue,
but my aim is to fish three rods
on the spot and put all my bait on
the best spot possible, as opposed
to putting a kilo of bait on three
areas in one swim. I also prefer
to have three rigs on one area to
maximise my chance of a pick-up.
If a rig tangles or gets picked up
and spat out, I still have two other
chances.

Doyoufind spotswithin themain

spot that youwill getmore bites

off?



The gravel is really big on there,
making it hard for the fish to
extract their food. It’s interesting
to see how the fish prefer to feed
on different substrates in different
lakes.

Another reason to suggest the
Wraysbury carp liked to feed in the
silt was their soft mouths. Gravel-
feeding carp seemed have harder
mouths from years of feeding on
the hard lake bed. The gravel at
Linear Fisheries is a lot smaller
and they predominantly like to
feed on these hard gravel areas.
It’s something that I am always
mindful of when fishing lakes and I
always consider these points when
choosing a spot to fish. You have to
analyse everything in carp fishing.
Even when you are catching you
need to question the key points as
to why it is working.

Would you ever stage your

rods across a spot at different

distances?

I fish them in a line at exactly the
same distance. I like the fish to
feed freely at the back of the spot
without being disturbed. They
will then feed up to the rigs and I
have less chance of them hitting
my lines when they are feeding,
which naturally puts them on
edge.

Once youhave found areaswill

you continue tomonitor them

through the course of a season?

It’s always good to keep a record
of spots so that you can drop in
and fish them when the fish are
there. You can also keep an eye on
spots and see if they have been
fed on recently.

There was a spot on Linch Hill’s
Christchurch Lake in The Padded
Cell swim. On certain sessions it
would do big hits of fish, before
having lean periods of inactivity.
As this happened you would see
the spot go from a hard area to
growing over in silkweed. After a

few weeks fallow you could drop a
rig on there and all of a sudden it
went from a weed-covered area to
a hard spot. At this point it would
be worth putting rods on and
fishing.

Will you revisit spots froma

previous year?

If they are spots that I have caught
from, yes. Providing they aren’t too
weeded over, I will definitely try
and reclaim an area that used to be
a great feeding spot.

Would you say that feature

finding has been key to your

success?

Definitely. Everyone can find the
fish if they are willing to look, but it
takes a lot of effort to successfully
plumb an area and make the most
of it.

It may take lots of casts but once
it’s logged you can keep visiting it
when the timing is right and get
some great results.

LEADCHOICE
A bare lead will often glide

over low-lying weed. Once

Kev finds an area of choice,

he investigates it further

with a breakaway lead. The

prongs pick up the weed

on the spot and give a real

picture of what’s on the

lake bed.

ACF

The bottom of the slight bar Kev
was fishing. The silty area has been
polished of bait.

(Left) Kev started fishing on the
gravel slope but bites weren’t
forthcoming.

(Right) The bait on the gravel was
left alone compared to the bait in
the silty base of the bar.
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A
s we approach 
the back of Nick 
Burrage’s bivvy
we’re met with
stony silence. Not

a greeting, not a hearty hello,
nothing. But this is no snub, far 
from it, it’s an indication that we
could already be in for a bumper
session of big carp action.

“Stay still and off the skyline,”
whispers Nick as we do our 
best to hide in the shade of a 
large bush between us and the
water. “There are a couple of
big fish over my bait just a few
feet out.” Squinting and peering
through the foliage we see large 
dark shapes gliding just a rod’s

length in front of us. They’re easy
thirties.

We sit like this for a good half-
hour, backs hunched, breaths
held before the tension abates,
the fish having drifted off.

This is what getting up close
and personal with fi sh is all
about. The atmosphere is electric
with anticipation – and that’s in
the swim Nick’s not expecting
much from…

Not to put too fi ne a point on
it, Nick Burrage is a master when
it comes to stalking big carp.
His approach and technique is
honed, and we’re here to find out
what exactly makes it all work
for him.

NICK BURRAGE
gets stealthy to

reveal his process
for stalking the

big ’uns out of the
edge.

HOOKBAITSTORAGE
While stalking around the

water Nick carries a selection

of pre-tied hook links around

with him in an old pop-up

tub. This is filled with kitchen

roll to help stop them

tangling and, crucially, to

keep them quiet as he moves

around – you can never be

too stealthy!
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TOP
STALKING

BAITS

NICKBURRAGE
Shropshire-basedNick

hascaughtfish froma

hugevarietyofvenues.

His favourite formof

fishing is stalking.

Sponsors:Phatfish

clothing,Retrobaitsand

GardnerTackle.

BOILIES
A handful of chops on a spot

is an ideal big-carp trap.

PELLETS
The breakdown of pellets

makes them awesome for
creating a feeding reaction.

SWEETCORN
One of the best carp baits

ever, and a stalking stalwart.

TIGERNUTS
A subtle patch of tiger nuts is

hard for big carp to resist.

Nick’s bivvy
swim

Upper swim
baited spot

Lower swim
baited spot

Peg 25 baited
spot where

20lb carp was
caught

Sun tracks around
lake this way, so do

the carp

THE
FISHERY



DINNER IS SERVED
With an idea of where the fish
will be at certain points of the
day, Nick can now start baiting
his spots. Ideally you want to do
this two hours before you think
the fish will be there; not only
does this reduce the chances
of disturbing the carp and
potentially altering their patterns,
but it also gives time for the bait
to settle and get some flavour
in the water – which in turn will
encourage the fish to root around
and stay on the spot longer.

What bait Nick introduces is
a simple affair. “Chopped boilies
over hemp always works for me,
but the boilies do have to be
chopped. Having spent hours
and hours watching fish feed it’s
always the chops that go first; the
fish are a lot more wary of whole
boilies,”he tells us. “But you can
use that to your advantage as
well.”

Nick’s thinking, and experience
of watching fish feed, is that
the small fish come in and feed
first, taking the chopped boilies
as they do. The bigger, wiser
and generally cagier fish hold
back, allowing the smaller carp
to spring any traps, before they
move in and mop up the rest –
whole boilies and all – which will
hopefully have been left by the
small carp and include Nick’s hook
bait…

LOOK AND LOOK AGAIN
Before anything else Nick walks
the banks – quietly – polarised
shades on and looking for fish.

“One of the most important
things you need to do is to learn
as much about the patrol routes
of the fish you’re targeting,”he
explains. “Otherwise you’re just
feeding the birds with your
boilies.”

Key to this is not just finding
out where the carp are, but when
they will be there – or more
importantly, when they’re not
there. “It’s a case of using their
habits against them,”smiles Nick.
“Just keep walking and watching
and watching some more and
eventually on your water, all of the
pieces will come together.”

SUN WORSHIPPERS
One of the first places Nick looks
when it comes to stalking carp
is the sky. The sun plays a pivotal
role in finding the fish. We all
know carp love to sun themselves,
but on a water like the one he
is fishing today it drives them
into the shallower margins. The
average depth here is 20 feet,
so if the fish want to take more
advantage of the increase in water
temperature that the sun provides
– and still find food – they move
into the shallower margins and in
range of Nick’s tactics.

Knowing where the sun will hit
obviously then informs his choice
of swims to target. This morning
it’s the bank on a bend that
presents three workable swims –
and he’s already been doing his
homework.

THEBAIT
In each swim (while the

carp are away) Nick introduces

three handfuls of chopped

boilies and three handfuls of

hemp. The latter delivers loads

of oils and scent and will get

the carp digging around in

the swim and help hold them

longer after the boilies have

been devoured.

The boiles also leach scent

into the area (especially when

chopped) and deliver a solid

food source for the carp to get

their heads down over.

Nick’s preference when it

comes to the boilie is Shellfish

‘N’Worm or Meaty Garlic from

Retro Baits. Today he’s using the

Meaty Garlic, its red colouring

helping to give a visual hotspot

of bait on the bottom – this

is something he uses as an

edge in deeper swims too.

The Shellfish‘N’Worm is also

a great bait, with Nick using it

more when there are birds in

the area as the black colouring

makes it less obvious to them

and so he’s not pestered as

much.
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NICK’S
STALKING
SUCCESS

THE PIG
Caught at 41lb 6oz this fish

is aptly named, troughing
boilies like a machine.

THE PEACH
Long, large and weighing in

at 40lb 9oz, this fish came
from the Upper swim.

40lb 12oz
Caught in cooler conditions,
this gorgeous fish came just

two feet from the bank.
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MARTHA
This 40lb 4oz brute came along
a couple of hours after the ACF

cameras left the shoot.

Four 40s from
under his feet

“GETTING A GOOD 
SOLID HOOK-HOLD IS 
WHAT IT’S ALL ABOUT,
FISHING SO CLOSE.”



GETTING ‘THE DROP’
Spots primed, Nick now retreats
to his bivvy swim – here he has his
rod out on an alarm on the spot
we saw fish moving over when we
arrived. It’s then a case of keeping
an eye on his watch. Having
worked out the patterns he knows
when they’ll be where, and so at
around 10am he grabs his rod, mat
and bait and gets on the move.

After stealthily checking two
primed swims with no sign of fish,
Nick slips into a swim under the
cover of a copse of trees. There
are fish about, several of them
in fact, all a good size. Now the
work begins. First is waiting for an
opportunity to lower his rig into
position – you do not want to be
dropping a 2.5oz lead on a fish as
all your hard work will soon come
undone. For a minute the fish back
off and he gentle feels the lead
down just off his rod tip.

Laying the rod down – Nick’s
using a 3lb test Sonik S3 for
the work – he then steps back,
standing behind a tree that gives
him a position where he can watch
the swim without his presence
being suspected. From here it’s a
silent but tension-filled waiting
game, relying on the rig to now do
the work for him.

“What I want more than
anything else for this close-
quarters work is a good, solid
hook-hold as there’s going to be a
lot of pressure on it from the off,”
Nick whispers, without moving
his eyes from the water.“The key
to this is getting the hook back
into the carp’s mouth and getting
the right drop when it’s there.”By
this he means the hook needs to
touch down on the flesh of the
carp’s inner mouth, and there’s
plenty going on in there to make
that tricky.

“I will always go for a critically
balanced hook bait setup rather
than a pop-up. When a carp sucks
this in, firstly it feels like all of the
other items he’s been feeding on
and secondly, when it goes into his
mouth it will help drop the hook
down. In the vortex created in the
mouth when a carp feeds, a pop-
up will tend to circulate, making
a hook-hold – or at least a decent
one – harder to get.”

Further to this, to get the hook
back into the carp’s mouth Nick
uses a hook link of eight inches
in length. This gives it enough
distance to get in there and drop
down before the carp notices.
From here, with the hook towards

the back of the mouth, he has
tuned his hook to get purchase
where he wants it to be. Using a
curved point hook and increasing
the in-turned angle through a
length of tubing over the eye, the
likelihood of getting a hold on
the softer inner mouth is reduced
(there’s more chance of a pull-out
here); instead the hook will grab in
the harder inner lip section of the
mouth, exactly where Nick wants it
and where it should stay put.

All of this thinking is realised in
the blink of an eye when the clutch
of Nick’s reel goes into meltdown.
Rod in hand he’s straight through
the tree line and in the water to
control the fish, which is using
every ounce of its strength to bury
itself in the marginal snags.

Nick gets the upper hand – this
is why he employs 15lb Gardner
GT-HD main line and 20 Trickster
hook link for margin work – and he
soon has a stunning 23-pounder
in the net.

It’s a job well done, with the
capture itself being only the tip of
the iceberg of the work that’s gone
into it. Proof then that getting
stalking right is more than just
walking around your lake with a
rod and a bucket…

NICK’SRIG
Nick uses a 2.5oz lead for his

stalking rig, going up to 3oz if

he’s on silt and therefore has

to use a longer hook link. The

lead is only lightly pushed

onto the swivel between

main line and hook link so it’s

free running and moves out

of the way when the fish is

hooked and starts to try and

throw the hook.

The length of the hook

link is crucial, with Nick tying

them from 20lb Gardner

Trickster braid to eight

inches in length to ensure

the distance and drop in the

carp’s mouth as outlined in

the main story. Hookwise

he opts for a size 6 Gardner

Mugga to help get purchase

on the inside of the tougher

lip area in the carp’s mouth.

ACF
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All our products are available from any of our uk stores

Over  20,000  Products  Available  Online

The Uk’s No.1 fishing tackle retailer

CABRIO HYBRID BROLLY SYSTEM

CABRIO COOKHOUSE

CI4 MEDIUM BAITRUNNER 
LONGCAST

RRP £369.99
OUR PRICE £314.99

The Cabrio Hybrid Brolly System deliv
TOTAL flexibility in one all-encompass g
system. The Hybrid is based on the sp d
and convenience of a traditional brolly
in this case complete with a lowprofile
mechanism which means maximum h d
space and our 20K H.H. ultra durable,
ultra waterproof and ultra breathable fa
ensures maximum comfort

The new Baitrunner X Aero combines the benefits and
convenience of a traditional Baitrunner reel with the 
casting performance rivalling that of a compact Big P
reel. This outstanding casting performance is achieve
by the use of an oversized Aero Concept spool which
noticeably larger in diameter than a normal sized spool
The Baitrunner X Aero also uses Aero Wrap II (Shima
top line lay system) and 2-speed oscillation for almos
perfect spool line management. Another advantage of
the large diameter spool is that one turn of the handle
retrieves nearly 1 metre of line making retrieving from
distance faster.

   with Ball end elasticated tension straps .

    a good seal with groundsheet.

This ‘all black’ takes the looks into the upper level. But the looks 

line clip, two primary carp fishing features, the CCBK also hosts 

turn hauled backed on a filled spool. And value goes that bit 
further with a full spec spare spool included.

RRP FROM £184.99
OUR PRICE FROM £99.99

RRP £199.99
OUR PRICE £164.99

CABRIO COMPACT BIVVY

RRP £349.99
OUR PRICE £299.99

RRP £214.99
OUR PRICE £124.99

RRP £79.99
OUR PRICE £39.99

BIG BAITRUNNERS LONGCAST 
BIG & MEDIUM (COMPACT)

LAYFLAT BEDCHAIR

99999

CHEAPEST 
BEDCHAIR 
IN THE UK RRP £99.99

OUR PRICE £74.99

CROSS CAST BLACK

RRP £299.99
OUR PRICE £199.99

SAVE 
£100
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Twin colour – white and red
Twin brightness settings
Sealed construction
Built in rechargeable lithium ion battery
Compact, lightweight design
Magnetic fittings
Simple push button control
Versatile micro USB charging port

Approximate battery life between charges:
Bright Red: 6-7 hours
Bright White: 9-10 hours
Dim Red: 70-75 hours
Dim White: 110-120 hours

AVAILABLE NOW
AT ALL GOOD RETAILERS!

SPORTING ALL THE EXISTING
FEATURES OF THE BEST SELLING 
BIVVY LITE DUO, NOW WITH
REMOTE FUNCTIONALITY!
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I
t was a year ago I started my
fishing on Elsons, the historic
Northamptonshire venue.
Walking the track to the first
corner my first glimpse of

the water saw the shallow bay
bathed in spring sunshine with
dark shapes drifting over the
silkweed.

The venue is around six acres,
with a larger bowl end with
varying depths, narrowing at the
opposite end. All the water is
accessible from the bankside, so
hitting spots in open water is easy.
The real draw though are the
margins which can be very hard
to access in places with heavy
snags and small inaccessible spots
from pegs around the lake. On

my first walk of the lake it became
obvious the fish liked spending
time on these spots where the
clay-like bottom was exposed. The
water clarity helped pinpoint fish,
aIlowing me to spot individual
characters in the edge. Soon a
picture began to build.

I fished overnighters the first
year but my aim was to learn the
water and fish behaviour. It was
clear that fish would feed harder
on certain spots, so it was those
areas I started to bait. Some were
more accessible than others, so
I could easily observe where fish
had fed and bait had been left.
Because the lake’s relatively small,
it was easy to visit on an evening,
complete a few laps with bait and

BRADLEYWEGNER
executes a precise
baiting campaign

on small margin
spots to catch

Northamptonshire
day-ticket carp.

DullHookBaits
The wary carp of Elsons

proved to be hard to catch

on bright hook baits. Bradley

has matched the hook

bait to his free offerings.

His chosen bait, the Pacific

Tuna from CC Moore began

to produce big fish from

the off.
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Throw some bait in
your chosen spot.

Let the fish gain
confidence.

Wait for the fish
to move off.

Drop your rig
into position
and bait.

Wait for the fish
to return – you
have a rig in
prime position.

HOW TO
GET YOUR

RIG INTO
POSITION

keep checking for activity.
Throughout the course of the

year, I‘d built a strong mental
picture of the lake. I knew the
likely areas where fish would
turn up and at what time, and
although I did catch a few the first
year, most importantly I’d noted a
few areas that would be perfect to
target the following spring.

Elsons is renowned for fishing
hard during winter, but having
such a mild one I decided to stick
to my initial plan and start at the
beginning of the year. I managed
a few on zigs but I was really
waiting for the right time to start
baiting the margins, using the
days to search for signs of fish,
or fish that looked like they had

BRADLEYWEGNER
YoungBradleyhashad

somegreat success in

theNeneValleyover the

last coupleof seasons,

and2016appears tobe

nodifferent.

Sponsor:CCMoore

Bradley began to bait
tight spots under the
cover of the trees.
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The fish began to visit the
edges with the increased spring
temperatures; the result was this
awesome 26lb common.

Short hooklinks and a drop-off
inline are perfect for stalking.

started visiting the margins.
With spring the lake became

totally different. Longer days,
warmer temperatures and fish
were making regular visits to the
margins. The perfect time to start
fishing. With the spots having
been prepped for a few weeks my
chopped and whole baits were
being established as a regular
food source. I had a variety of
margin spots going by this point
and if fish hadn’t turned up over
one area on my days off, I’d made
sure a few other spots could
potentially throw up a bite.The
spots I baited were spread around
the lake, meaning certain areas
would fish better with changing
conditions. Through early spring
I’d seen fish on all the spots, it was
just a matter of time before one
slipped up.

I started my margin campaign
in the central area, a large sloping
gravel area under the cover of a
larger, overhanging tree dug out
by the fish over many years. This
divided the lake between the
narrower, deeper end and the
shallow, wide main body. I chose
this area initially because I knew
it’d be a good ambush point with
the fish becoming more active in
the warming temperatures. The
spot sits between two large tree trunks that slope away from the

bank providing great cover for
lowering a rig onto the spot.

At mid-afternoon during a lap
in search of fish, I spotted a group
with their heads down over bait I’d
introduced earlier. I nipped back
to my brolly and rigged up my
short rig and heavy inline on my
stalking rod. With a few handfuls
of bait I made my way back as

Bradley covered a lot of ground in
pursuit of stalking opportunities.

AFTER A SHORT-LIVED BATTLE A PERFECTLY
PROPORTIONED 26LB COMMON GLIDED OVER THE NET 
CORD - I WAS BUZZING. 

stealthilly as I could approaching
the spot. They were still feeding,
clouding up the water.

I waited for 10 minutes before
they drifted out of the swim and I
lowered the rig where they were
feeding. A crumbed handful of
bait was also introduced and I
perched behind the tree trunk,

brimming with anticipation. It
wasn’t long before they were
back and five minutes later my
rod pulled round viciously. After a
short battle a 26lb common was
netted. I was delighted.

After returning it, I introduced
more bait and went off to check
the other spots but nothing else
materialised.

I managed another stunning

scaly fish off the same spot the
following week before things
started to go quiet over that area.
It’s amazing how in tune fish
seemed to be in the margins. They
quickly work out a spot when a
few had been caught there.

It was time to focus on another
spot right on the corner of the

lake that I’d been prepping with
chopped Pacific Tuna baits. This
was the shallowest area where
a fallen tree shelters a small bay.
It takes the fish a little longer
to turn up here in spring, but
as soon as the first warm winds
push into it the fish soon follow.
They love the old tree branches,
which also provide a great view
of the spots at close quarters.

The margin here is unique, with
shallow water and low-lying weed
right up to the tree, but after that
there’s a maze of branches and
small clear spots. Some of the
spots have been hollowed out to
form craters. I found a small but
polished spot right on the edge
of some sunken branches that I



The incredible Scar common at 39lb stalked
feet from the bank.

decided to bait. I wanted the carp
to build confidence and get used
to regularly eating the bait before
I made any attempt to catch them.
I was happy to bide my time and
fish elsewhere on the lake, leaving
them until they were ready.

A few weeks passed and the
spot was rocking. Fish were
visiting regularly and the lake bed
was becoming even cleaner. More
importantly, I’d seen my target fish
feeding confidently on more than

circling the spot. I waited for it to
move off before I lowered my rig.
The lead touched bottom with
a soft thud. A fish moved slowly
towards the spot and it wasn’t a
mid-double, it was big. My heart
raced as it dropped closer to the
lake bed. It was Scar, my target,
and it was no more than three feet
from me, dropping down slowly
above my bait. I watched it suck
my bait in but nothing happened.
Was it hooked? It didn’t seem to
be fazed but when I looked closer
I could clearly see the hook in its
mouth. It started to swim off then
suddenly began shaking its head;
it was hooked. I wound down to
the fish and the rod arched round.
Making sure not to give it any line,
I quickly stuck the net in the water,
made one huge scoop as I pulled
the fish over the net cord and
she was in.

I lifted her out and secured
her in the margins while I
waited for friends take photos.
I was over the moon. The
margin spot had produced
the lake’s biggest resident at
over 39lb in no more than
five minutes!

LEGENDARY
STALKING

CAPTURES

StevePagulatos
Side-hooked sweetcorn

produced one of the most
famous carp to have ever
swum – the Black Mirror.

Dave Lane
Caught the famous Mary

from Wraysbury by casting a
rod from a tree.

one occasion.
Waking one morning after

doing the night, the conditions
felt perfect for fishing the spot
and all the bait I’d introduced the
day before had gone. I went to get
my rod.

On my return, a
small mid-double
common was

ACF
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‘Little’JonCoxhead
Jon’s stalking ability led to the

capture of Yateley’s Bazil just
feet from the bank.



HARVEY
WATSON

explains

the ins and out of using the

washing-line rig, a rarely used

method that can be the most

effective way of targeting big

carp in tight margin spots.

HARVEYWATSON

YateleyanglerHarvey
has foundsuccesson

theMatchLakethis

springwitharakeof

thirties tohisname.

Sponsors:Crafty

Catcher,Atomicand

Wofte.
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THE WASHING–
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H
aving fished
Yateley for the
last few seasons,
I knew getting
that all-important

edge can separate your
captures from the rest. Often
in summer the fish spend their
time in the confines of bays
around the lake, regularly sitting
for hours under trees massively
limitingangling access to them.
They can be frustratingly hard
to catch.

After seeing the fish in the
bays on a regular basis, I’d find
small feeding areas developing
right under the trees, polished
gravel spots that had obviously
been a favourite feeding area of
a carp or two. The fish fed with
confidence in these areas and
I knew that if I got a rod bang
on the money there was a good
chance that I’d catch some of

the less frequent visitors to the
bank.

The answer to getting
access to these areas was the
washing-line rig. This set-up
has clear advantages over
the usual casting it to the far
bank and dropping it straight
in by hand due thanks to the
line angle. By fishing up to the
spot conventionally from a
designated swim the line would
run straight to the spot, on the
same path that the fish would
approach the feeding area. The
result is the fish hit the main line
before the rig - automatically
putting them on edge and
making them more difficult to
catch. On the other hand the
washing-line rig allows you to
fish the lead at the back of the
spot, making the hook bait the
first thing that the fish come
across. They’re then less likely to

It allows the rig to be dropped
super accurately by hand.

–LINE

AccessTightSpots
Harvey restrains a landing

net complete with a net

float and casts his lead

into it. This allows him to

retrieve the rig from the net

and place it into margin

spots that are otherwise

inaccessible with a cast.

be spooked by your main line
and will feed with confidence.

The washing-line rig is
brilliant for keeping disturbance
to a minimum, too. Once you’ve
done the initial setup, you’re
able to change the rig and
hook bait by simply retrieving it
from the spot, changing it and
repositioning the hook bait. The
only recast you should have to

(Left) The washing
line can be

constructed out of a

simple storm pole.

(Right) Harvey fishes

the rods bowstring

tight to keep the line

above the water.
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MAINLINETORIG
A slack line runs to the

rig. The line hugs the

shelf ensuring perfect rig

concealment.

THE WASHING-LINE

THE RIG
The washing-line rig often
involves fishing tight spots.
Harvey uses a large drop
off inline lead on a four foot
length of lead core. He needs
strong tackle so he has teamed
a large hook with a short three
inch rig of coated hook link.
A simple tigernut hookbait
balanced with a piece of fake
sweetcorn completes the rig.
It has accounted for some
big Yateley carp over the two
seasons for Harvey.

HOOK
A large sharp hook is favoured

for the hook-and-hold fishing.

HOOKBAIT
A tiger nut topped with fake

sweetcorn matches the freebies

perfectly.

HOOKLINK
A short 3in hook link ensures the

fish gets in contact with the lead

quickly.
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LINECLIP
The line clip fixes the main line to the

storm pole before running back to

the rod.

ANI-TANGLESLEEVE
The anti-tangle sleeve

protects the line in the

clip.

KEYRING
The ring allows you

to fix the lead and

bobbin to a position.

LEAD
A small 1oz lead

keeps the bobbin at

the base of the storm

pole.

BOBBIN
The bobbin fixes the

line low to the bank

and allows you to

keep the main line

slack.

STORMPOLE
The storm pole must

be pushed in as tight

as possible.

MAINLINE

BANK

RIG

In the even of a bite a

drop back will occur.

Harvey simply picks

up the slack and

pulls into the fish.



HARVEY’SMARGINMIX
Using a dark groundbait, small

pellets and tiger nuts soaked

in hemp oil, the high attraction

of the mix keeps the fish on

the spot for long periods. The

fine particles of the groundbait

get into the silt and Harvey has

found fish keep visiting the spot

even after the larger baits have

been consumed.

do is if you catch one. It also
allows you to fish multiple rigs
in one bay with minimum lines.
Three rods in a small bay is
easily possible, all on washing-
line rigs. With lines running
above the water’s surface you
keep it away from the fish, but
it also allows you to play fish
without wiping out your other 
rods. It has so many uses and is
a great method once you get
the hang of it.

It’s an easy rig to construct
too. A simple storm pole with a
line clip is attached at the top. I
then take a length of light line 
and tie it to a key ring clip. This
hangs at the base of the pole.
I then attach a 1oz lead to the 
key ring clip and a bobbin head 
too. The main line then clips
into the line clip and runs down

to the bobbin at the base of the
pole. This allows you to use a
slack line to the spot, but still 
maintain a tight line from the 
rod to the storm pole. It’s easy
to create and as easy to store as
one of your banksticks.

Rigwise I’ll use something
similar to what I have used for
all of my margin fishing. Three
feet of leadcore to a large drop-
off inline lead. Added to this is a
short rig of three inches with a 
size 4 hook.

This setup will more than
cope with any hit-and-hold
fishing. I also find that the inline
lead works well to confuse the
fish when they are hooked.
When the fish hooks itself it will
shake its head and discharges 
the lead. The line will then pull
out of the line clip on the storm

pole and fall slack, at which 
point the fi sh has gone from
being on a tight line to a slack 
line. I fi nd that when you pick
up the rod, and reel into the
fish, it is in a state of disarray
and you can get it away from
the marginal trees relatively
quickly and into the safety of
open water.

It’s been a great method for
me in the last few months and 
has accounted for some bonus
fish that I feel I wouldn’t have
caught without it. I have tried it
on a few venues in the last year 
to great effect, the highlights
being The Brown Fish from
the Owls syndicate and a 34lb
Redmire common from Yateley
Match Lake, so in the right
situation it’s well worth a go.

?????????
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ACF

A stunning 30lb Redmire
common caught on Harvey’s first
outing with the washing-line rig.

THE WASHING-LINE RIG

“THE WASHING-
LINE RIG IS

DEAD EASY TO 
CONSTRUCT AND

SO EFFECTIVE.”
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After a winter of fishing,ED
BETTERIDGE continues his hunt for his
target carp,Tyson the monster common.

A
single bleep woke me from my slumber; I sat up in
bed,realising I was on the bank cocooned in the bivvy.
The receiver was silent for a couple of seconds. Was
it a liner or the start of a bite? My question was then
answered as it started to warble in that dual tone,

signalling line was being stripped from the spool. At which point I
sat up, pulled my winter boots on, unzipped the bivvy door from the
bottom in an L shape and flung it open like it was wooden and on
hinges. It seemed like the mild early part of the winter had evened out
by delivering a biting cold March and the bivvy resembled a rigid igloo
rather than a Climatex green shelter.

There was a fur of ice on the rod handles, which I didn’t notice at
first, but as an angry carp ran me around the lake, it became apparent
that my hands were getting cold and the weather in general merited

R E L I G H T M Y

A 22lb St John’s common
kicked off a winter social
in fine style.

At 27lb, the first of the
two bigger mirrors.
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EDBETTERIDGE
Evenwithabusywork

andfamily life , Edstill

manages tocatchbig

carptoorderevery

month forhisdiary.

Sponsors:Korda,

Chub,Greysand

MainlineBaits.

Bringing the second
of two quick bites
ashore.

The other half of a
lovely winter brace
– a 30lb mirror.
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more than just the hoodie I
was wearing. I watched the
line angle narrow against the
dawn light as I eased the unseen
fish closer. I grabbed the net,
which resembled an icy piece of
cardboard and defrosted it in the
water, before leading the fish over
it. I secured it and dived back in
the bivvy, switching the burner on
to de-thaw my hands.

I was on St John’s Lake on the
Linear Complex, with my mate
Roy Allen. I needed to generate
some interesting shots for Chub
and Greys social media, website
and suchlike, and Roy had to
create similar images for his work
in the industry, so we agreed to
help each other out.

After restoring heat to all
extremities, I gave Roy a nudge
and we unhooked and weighed a
dark 22lb common, before rattling
off a few photos and a bit of
video. I soon got the rod back in
place and took advantage of the
post-dawn light to get a few shots

of carpy scenes before drinking a
few teas to keep the cold at bay.
Around mid morning the same
rod signalled another take.

After a fraught battle that
meant having to go under the
other rods to sort it out I landed
an upper 20lb mirror. Before I
had chance to weigh it I had a
phone call from ACF editor Max.
“How big was that?”“How big was
what?” I replied, looking behind
me to see an empty field. “The fish
you just landed,”came the answer.
It then clicked that he must have
been the guy I saw turn up on
the far bank an hour or so before,
and he must have recognised my
athlete physique!

Anyway, we didn’t get too far
into the conversation before one
of my rods burst into life! This fish
gave a heavy ponderous fight and
kited right and wiped out all of
Roy’s rods, but I managed to slip
the net under another mirror and
this one looked bigger than the
other! We weighed the first at 27lb

Ed guides a good
fish towards the

waiting net.



The first fish from Ed’s new syndicate lake.

after a few more lunges, I had the
net underneath it and I knew I
had a 30lb plus common to go
with the mirror!

On the scales she swung the
dial round to 36lb, and I was
more than happy with that as a
result on a cold March day on a
day-ticket water. I was hoping that
Max would ring back to tempt my
alarms back into action, but both
the phone and DS3s stayed quiet
for the rest of the session. All in
all I ended up with eight fish in 48
hours, topped by the two thirties,
but all had come in the first half
of the session and nothing for the
latter 24 hours!

After a busy winter organising
and attending the Greys and
Chub stand for four consumer
shows, they were done and
dusted for a while I could piece a
few consecutive weeks of angling
together. I decided to drop the
Bundy’s Ticket, which left just my
Northants water to go at. The
lake is around 17 acres in size
and when I first joined in 2014
I estimated the stock at around
65 fish, but since then some fish
had died through natural causes,
others had been tempted to move
on by flood water and others by
some more unnatural means! But
the biggest of all these issues was
predation.

There have been otters seen
in the area for a while, even on
the lake itself, although there
never seemed to be too many
issues with fish fatalities, but
this year the lake had been hit

over the winter. To the owner
and syndicate manager’s credit
they’d gone to great expense and
erected a fence, but r we lost at
least five fish that we could see,
and unfortunately the second
biggest fish in the lake had gone,
which just happened to be my PB
common. It is terrible to hear that
a 47lb fish has been killed, but
again credit to powers that be for
making that common knowledge.
So as best as I could reckon, we
were fishing for around 45 fish in
17 acres.

I caught steadily from the off,
with a 25lb 12oz mirror on my first
session, a 28lb common on my
second and a double-figure blank
saver on my third. It became very
apparent that the lake and the
fishes’behaviour had changed;
two years before there wasn’t
a strand of weed, but now it
occupied 95 per cent of the lake
bed and a lot hadn’t died from the
previous year.

Most of it was onion weed,
which I don’t mind fishing in. It
only tends to grow to about a foot
high so a long rig with a pop-up
on can present nicely in there. But
there were other forms of weed
starting to come through and
grow to over a foot long, so I knew
a change of tack was in order.

I hadn’t used choddies much
over the past two years because
I don’t like them when there is a
mix of high and low weed in the
water, which is the situation I had
been faced with in recent weed
fishing scenarios. This is because if
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BEATTHEWEED
Ed prefers to fish with chod

rigs when the weed is an

even length. He thinks that it

prevents the rig sitting up on

the water and therefore the

presentation is more effective.

before turning our attention to
the next one, which was indeed
bigger and tipped the scales to
30lb 6oz, my first St John’s thirty
after just three sessions!

After we sorted the photos
and I got my rods sorted back out
and on the spots (unfortunately
Roy had to do the same), Max
rang again to find out what
we had caught, and just as I
was explaining the middle rod
tightened up and once again
I was in. Again the fish kited
right and over Roy’s rods, but he
managed to get his lines down by
slackening them right off. But the
fish was determined to get around
the tree in Roy’s swim and I had to
clamp down and have a standoff
with it. After a few seconds
of holding the rod out at full
stretch and clamping the spool,
I persuaded the fish to come
towards me. It swirled just off
Roy’s rod tips and he announced
it was a common, and a good one
too, so I kept the pressure on and

A highlight of the St
John’s session – a 36lb

common.
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the line goes over a piece of high
weed and the lead lands in low-
lying weed or a clear area then
the bait can be suspended in mid
water – a terrible presentation and
one that pretty much guarantees
a blank.

But faced with fairly uniform
weed of between 12 and 18
inches then the choddy really
comes into its own. Provided it
is fished on a slackish heavy line
it will come to rest on top of the
weed and is great for casting
at showing fish with minimal
disturbance. With broken and
whole freebies over the top it
is a nice, multi-layered feeding
situation as some baits sit on top
of the weed with the choddy,
others fall through a little and
some come to rest on the deck.
This changed my fishing and my
results; I went from just nicking
the odd fish here and there to
doubling my catch rates.

My next session produced a
31lb common and a ghostie, then
the following week a 29-pounder
and another ghostie, and the
week after that I had a four-fish
hit topped by a 28-pounder. I
was getting the numbers, but
the bigger fish were evading

Young Ollie was with me and
we stared at this fish, agreeing it
looked big and slowly crossing
possibilities off a metaphorical
list. It’s hard to tell how big a
fish is with nothing else around
to compare it to, especially a
common from 15 yards away.
Then it turned head on and we
saw how wide it was, but more
importantly the light hit it right
and I could see that its right
barbel was about half the size of
its left and I remember noticing
that Tyson had this the last time I
photographed it.

Ollie quickly checked with a
recent photo, and sure enough it
was the same as the one we were
looking at. I was so relieved Tyson
was still alive and undamaged!
He didn’t look at top weight, but
being alive was enough for me
and the protection of the new
fence ensured his life would not
be cut short by a predator!

I think he must have been
aware of our presence, probably
when we descended the tree,
because when I returned with my
stalking gear he was long gone
and didn’t return to the spot. But it
certainly renewed my enthusiasm
for the water!

A dark, deep-bodied
29lb common from
Northants, a great
return to the lake.

me and nothing was at the top
weights that I expect in spring.
It was obvious that they were all
down between 1lb and 5lb, with
a couple of fish down 7lb on their
highest weights. That was one
issue, but that fact that a few had
scratches down the side and bits
missing from their tails (usually
the bottom lobe) was a bigger
problem. It was evident that they
hadn’t been allowed to rest up
during the colder months and had
been chased around, no doubt
causing stress.

I was growing concerned

about whether my target fish,
Tyson, was still alive and what
condition he was in. I had been
up just about every tree in April
and seen quite a few fish in the
water and identified a lot of the
known carp, but not Tyson. If I’d
had another water to go too I
would have dropped off for a little
while, but I didn’t so I persevered.
Then around mid May I checked
out a little bay area and there
sitting in the reeds was a large,
lone fish. I couldn’t make out from
ground level which fish it was, so I
climbed the tree for a better view.

ACF

The biggest of a four-fish hit from Northants – spring was getting off to
a flyer.



This all-year bait utilises a unique peanut protein blended with a combination of 
refined milks & a pure Madagascan vanilla extract. Available in freezer and shelf life.

PROTEIN POWERHOUSE
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When it comes to
sunglasses Costa
knows a thing or

two. High-quality lenses
with stylish frame options
to match – the Fantail
Camo 580 feature just that.
Finished with a Realtree
frame with a bright orange
Costa logo to set it off,
the frame prevents light

ingress from the sides while
small rubber grips on the
arms ensure that they stay
planted to your head when
climbing trees.

The lenses are superb
too, with scratch-resistant
glass providing HD vision for
fish spotting. These are the
green glass version that offer
the optimum vision in bright

sunlight and high contrast.
All of the Costa range is
hand built to ensure top
quality control and it comes
with a lifetime warranty too,
which is ideal for anglers
that are prone to breaking
their glasses, although these
include a hard case to ensure
they are protected during
transit.

WIN!

COSTA CAMO
SUNGLASSES
WORTH £825

HOW TO ENTER
To be in with a chance of winning simply answer the following multiple-choice question correctly and call:

09012 932 301
Win one of three pairs of awesome Costa Camo 580 sunglasses, worth a total of £825

QUESTION:
What is the name of the Costa sunglasses in the competition?

A: Fantail B: Blackfin C: Trevally

The competition closes at 11am on August 9th. The winners will be selected at random from all correct entries received within this time. Calls

cost £1 plus your phone company’s access charge. Please obtain permission from whoever pays your phone bill. You can also enter by post by

sending your entry to ACF, DHP Ltd, 1 Whittle Close, Drayton Fields, Daventry, Northants NN11 8RQ.



WIN COSTA CAMO SUNGLASSES WORTH £825
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CLOSING DATE
AUGUST 9TH,

2016
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MARKCOOKSON
Hailing fromthe

northwest,Mark

makes the longtrips

downsouth for

bigcarpfishing.He

hasdonewell too,

catchingfishtoover

40lb.

Sponsors:Sticky
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Cambridge

was next on

his list, with

the result

being yet

more epic

carp.

Travelling to

Oxford Mark

made hay

with a rake of

carp.



A St Johns 31lb
mirror – Mark
couldn’t do any
wrong.

I
got my ticket for the

Cambridgeshire water a few

years ago, and fish it as and

when I can. It’s
only three

acres but holds some truly

special carp. My first session of

2015 was blowing a big westerly,

but it was due to swing to a

northerly. It was cold but I knew

the fish liked a new wind on there.

Fishing a bar at 60 yards I targeted

the edge of it, with
a couple of

strin
gers over the top of the firm

bottom. This was supplemented

with
a few spods of Krill.

The trap

was set.

That evening I got a bite but

the fish snagged. Out in the boat

it took 10 minutes of effort before

I netted a lovely fish. It was the old

leather, just shy of 30lb and one of

the real old ones.

I did another

trip
but blanked

and that was

when I decided to

have a go on Linear.

Working random shifts

and booking holiday I planned my

first trip
down to Oxford.

My frie
nd Oaky and I were keen

to get up on the shallow end and

Kempy’s Point was free.

I had a quick lead about and

found a nice, smooth silty
area at

30 yards. I flicked a couple of rigs

on it for the day but come evening

I re-did the rods for the night. I

picked up the rod and saw the

line picking up through the water;

it felt like it was being pulled

forward. It was a bite, delivering a

great start in the form
of a lovely

28lb mirro
r. It got better too,

with
29 fish between

us, the biggest being

The Box Common at

over 46lb.

I chose to go back

to Linear on my next holiday. All

I could think about was Peg 2 on

the road bank. Amazingly, the

lake was rammed apart from Peg

2. I don’t like having an idea of

where I want to be, but with
such

a warm, strong southerly blowing

in, it looked textbook.

I found a spot at 45 yards –

close in for that lake. Everyone hits

the middle, making the close-in

spots safe for the carp. I did put

one off the no-fishing bank, just in

case they were mooching up and

down the margins.

That night I had a

31lb mirro
r off the

no-fishing bank

and a 22lb closer

in. From then

on the no-fishing

bank did nothing

while the close-in

spot went off. I was

fishing the neat-boilie

approach, with

mixed-sized Krill

under a bright

bait. I ended

up with
a

few fish, including five thirtie
s – a

season’s worth
of northern carp in

one Oxford session!

I managed to get back down

to Cambridgeshire, landing a

32lb common just before they

spawned. Then, with
no holiday

booked, I stayed local over the

summer, before heading back to

Cambridge in August.

On arriv
al the fish were held in

one area, close to a large weed

bed. I’d been told they’d been

mooching to the middle at night,

so I set out to find a spot.

MA
RK

COO
KSO

N is an adaptable angler who has capitalised on his ability

to mould to any situation. The result? Big carp from four counties.

Being

adaptable

certainly

paid off with

this Oxford

upper thirty.
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The next week I landed a 26lb
common and 23lb mirror. The
latter was a special carp. Over 40
years old and ancient looking, a
pleasure to catch.

Next came a trip to Linch Hill’s
Christchurch. It’s eight acres, but
the stock is ridiculous.

We had a seven-nighter booked
and even though a warm and still
high pressure was forecast, we
were itching to go. We spent the
whole week frustrated, watching
the fish up in the water with not a
single bit of floater kit on us.

It wasn’t until the Friday with a
low pressure and a new southerly
coming in that things changed. I
moved first thing to the bank that
received the wind.

I flicked a couple of solid bags
of crushed boilies with a small
Signature pop-up tucked inside. A
bite came at 7pm and I could tell
it was big. In the half-light I netted
a chunky common known as The
Box at 41lb 8oz – a new PB.

The following morning saw fish
showing in front of the point swim
where a guy was packing up. I

November to December, landing
one of the big mirrors at over
33lb, another at 28lb and a few
twenties. Great but hard fishing.

Spring, and I wanted to take
on a local old estate lake. It’s days
only but holds stunners.

The trip went well, catching
one of the biggest in the lake. I’d
found a few in a corner. Lowering
a rig in I sat back and waited. The
rod ripped off, resulting in a 33lb
2oz mirror. I dropped more bait in,
keeping Manilla and Bloodworm
pellets going in on a few spots.

I was back the next week and
my mate caught the biggest fish
in the lake, a few ounces over the
one I had, but what a fish.

Walking round the lake to find
them feeding I stumbled across
them ripping up the bottom. I
lowered a simple 16mm Manilla
bottom bait down and sat back.

Half an hour passed and the
rod went. I don’t think the fish
knew what was happening before
she was in the net. It was a dark,
stunning broken linear. A great
way to end an amazing season.

quickly got in there when he left.
Using the same approach I had

a scaly 31lb mirror in the morning,
ending the first trip nicely. I’d
falled in love with the place and
didn’t do much fishing until my
next trip in early October.

On a four-night trip the lake
was busy but I managed a 36lb
mirror while I was spodding.

The week after I returned for
another three nights. The weather
had changed, now blowing a
northerly, under a full moon.
Nothing happened until last
knockings when The Big Simmo
came at 39lb 10oz.

I loved my time there, but
with the nights drawing in and
holidays all used, I decided to fish
the rest of the winter locally.

I changed the bait, switching
from Signatures to Manilla, and
caught from the off.

The rules made it tricky,
with spodding bans and time
restrictions. But this led to fish
over lots of boilies using the
throwing stick. It kept the bites
coming. I did six nights from

STRINGERS
Mark rates PVA stringers

fished over his bed of

boilies. Many anglers have

neglected them, but their

merits for big carp and boilie

fishing are clear.

KEEPITLIGHT
With Oxford containing

among the most busy

waters in the UK, Mark

keeps his gear light and

is on the lookout for new

opportunities, such as fish

feeding or showing.

ACF

Fishing bright
baits over
Krill boilies
produced this
phenomenal
37-pounder.





BRIGHT BAITS OR ‘MATCH THE HATCH’ HOOK
BAITS FOR BIG CARP – WHICH WORK BEST?

QUESTION TIME
WE TAP INTO THE GREATEST CARPING MINDS IN THE UK

TO GET THE ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS YOU’VE BEEN ASKING.
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Before I worked in the fishing industry I wasn’t a fan of
bright baits and always preferred to use a bottom bait
straight out of the bag, which matched my freebies.

However, working on magazines I saw how devastating
bright baits could be, so they became part of my armoury.
Nowadays the vast majority of my big-fish angling involves
using a bright hook bait, with white being my number-one
choice.

Last spring I was lucky enough to catch two UK fifties in
the space of a week, from two different venues, and they
both fell to white pop-ups fi shed over a dark food bait –
more than enough evidence for me that they catch biggies! 

In addition I caught the Black Common from Bundy’s Pit
twice on fluoro orange pop-up toppers on a snowman. This
fish has only been caught five times in nine years so is by no
means a mug, yet the fl uoros fooled him twice.

PORTER
LEWIS
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For me, bright baits all day long for 90 per cent of
my angling; whether it be a pop-up or a snowman
setup I always favour colour to draw attention to
my hook bait.

Lately I’ve favoured white, on the track record of
the lake I fish, and this has been on my chosen bait
for the year. Hybrid from Mainline Baits needs no
introduction and works from the off on all waters.
My theory is based on my limited time being
weekends or a midweek night, so I want to draw
attention thus getting a quicker bite from the fish.

I’ve found spring has always been whites or
yellows but come autumn dull pinks and orange,
almost on the theory of dulling the colour but
still super-attractive. Last winter orange was an
absolute winner and in my opinion a forgotten
gem. As with anything, the thing that catches your
eye first makes you investigate, a bit like with the
carp – they are curious in their habits and they don’t
have hands, so the next best option is their mouths.

‘Match the hatch’ is for long-term baiting on
lakes, which I rarely do due to fishing other waters.
But this is only down to my own confidence, and
in the weird and wonderful world of carp fishing
every day is different and we have no set rules.

BAILEY
IAN

Well, to be honest I don’t think it’s a case of
which I prefer, more which is right at the time
you are fishing. They are both deadly when
used at the right time and I’ve caught special
fish on both.

Sometimes the bright bait approach is by
far the most productive but I have seen it
blow at certain times of the year on venues 
that have taken a battering on the method.
Brights certainly seem to sort bites out faster
when they are rocking, but don’t be afraid
to experiment with both to find which is the
most productive.

I always start my fi shing on a spot with
a bright bait and a ‘match the hatch’ hook

bait. It gives me both options. I was having a
conversation about this with Adam Penning,
and he’s found he is having the same results
as me with regards to bites being quicker on 

a dull bait. The bright bait will eventually give
me a bite but in recent times I have got a

quicker bite on a dull bait. 
In spring a bright bait will undoubtedly

score well when the fi sh are shooting around
using their sight to feed. The in vogue

method is to use a bright bait, so if everyone
is using them then they will catch more fi sh.
If everyone used a drab bait it would be the

other way round.
I do rate dull baits soaked in lots of oil 

for fishing and I have done really well using
them, but the high attraction is coming from 

the oil rather than the colour.

JACKSON
MATT

RUSSELL
IAN



OVER 6, 9 OR 12 MONTHS

0% APR
FINANCE OPTIONS AVAILABLE

67A. SOUTH STREET, STANGROUND, PETERBOROUGH PE2 8EX
01733 565287 WWW.SHELTONSFISHING.CO.UK INFO@SHELTONSFISHING.CO.UK

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK FOLLOW US ON TWITTER

OUR PRICE: £375.00
OUR PRICE: £269.97

TOTAL: £644.97
10% DEPOSIT: £64.49

BALANCE: £580.48

12 MONTHLY
PAYMENTSPAYMENTS

£48.37£48.37

LOAN TERMS
£250 TO £499 - 6 MONTHS

£500 PLUS - 6, 9, 12 MONTHS

FIRBESPACE
BROLLY

Stockist of all the
leading brands plus many more

FIELD
BOOTS

DELKIM ALL ALARMS 
AND ACCESSORIES

STOCKED

PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

REPRESENTATIVE

RRP: £199.99
BUY 3 FOR £500
PLUS FREE XTI LANDING NET

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

SANDWICH TOASTER £16.99
BIVVY DUO LITE £26.99
AIR DRY SYSTEM £16.99
CARBON THROWING STICK £59.99

NEW MODELS
FOR 2016

LMONTHLY

2 MONTHS
EXAMPLE

3 x Daiwa Whisker DF
12' 3lb T.C.

3 x Daiwa Crosscast
Black 5000

rosscast
£269.97

Whisker DF
£375.00

RRP: £219.99

O/P: £189.99
FULL RANGE OF BARROWS ON SHOW

S3 CARP RODS
RRP £119.99

BUY 3 FOR £300.00
+ SKS LANDING NET

S4 CARP RODS
RRP £159.99

BUY 3 FOR £400.00
+ SKS 3 ROD SLEEVE

BOTH MODELS AVAILABLE WITH
CORK OR ABBREVIATED HANDLES

50MM BUTT RINGS
3lb, 3¼lb, 3½lb TEST CURVE

B
+DEAL

B
+

DEAL

SUMMER DEAL!SUMMER DEAL!

NASH DOUBLE TOP
EXTREME 1-MAN MK3
INCLUDE FREE THIRD SKIN

NASH DOUBLE TOP
SPECIAL OFFER

SONIK RODS S6SONIK RODS S6

RRP: £593.98
WAS: £539.98

SPECIALSPECIAL
PRICE:PRICE:

£399.99£399.99

RRP: £44.99
O/P: £32.99

BIG BOYBIG BOY
TRIPORTERTRIPORTER
CAMOCAMO
BARROWBARROW

NEW

SPECIAL OFFER

SAVE
£12

RRP:£109.99
O/P:
£64.99

• DWARF OVERNIGHTER
• H-GUN BEDCHAIR

• H-GUN RETRACTER RODS
12FT 3LB X2

• BP10 REELS X2
• DWARF GUEST CHAIR

£269.99
(NORMAL PRICE 494.99)

SAVE
£225



E.C.U
EDWARDS
CUSTOM
UPGRADES

2 ROD SET £349.97

3 ROD SET £469.96

4 ROD SET £519.96

MK1 COMPACTS
REMOTE BITE ALARMS

UK STOCKISTS: TACKLE FANATICS  FOSTERS OF BIRMINGHAM 
CARP SCENE  TOTAL FISHING TACKLE  THE TACKLE HUB 
CPS TACKLE  CLACTON ANGLING CENTRE JOHNSON ROSS  CARP CRAZY 
ANGLING CENTRE  MERSEY BAIT & TACKLE  ACTIVE BAIT SOLUTIONS
IBSTOCK TACKLE & GUN  CLIMAX FISHING TACKLE TACKLE SAVER
SHELTONS OF PETERBOROUGH  WICKERSLEY ANGLING CENTRE 
NATHAN’S OF DERBY  NATHAN’S OF BURSLEM  WAYNE’S TACKLE 
GERRY’S OF MORCAMBE  WIDNES ANGLING TASKERS ANGLING
TACKLE & BAITS CHESTER A.R. TACKLE CARP FEVER MANCHESTER
VALE ROYAL ANGLING  RUSHDEN ANGLING CENTRE  ERICS ANGLING CENTRE

UK enquiries email: scott.edwards923@ntlworld.com / mobile: 07511 501 302 

European enquiries email: essentialtackle@gmail.com

www.edwards-custom-upgrades.com

Find us on Facebook…. edwards-custom-upgrades

E.C.U Alarm 

Hanger Pouches 

£10.99 each

*Fits all alarms



ALEXWEST
Withhis timeon

Yateleyfinished,Alex

moves toSuttonat

Hone insearchof the

big fully.

Sponsors:ESPand

MainlineBaits
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I
n the late spring of 2015 I
had my first walk around
a busy lake in the heart of
Yateley. Like other nearby
waters it contained a

low stock of old English fish,
was shrouded in mature trees
and delivered an electric
atmosphere of expectation.

However, like many circuit
waters it was busy. Almost every
swim on the lake was occupied,
rods coved every nook and
cranny. Despite this I liked
the place, with plenty of nice
margins, big weed beds, silty
gulleys and gravelly features.

On my eighth night, at the
end of October, I stumbled
across one such feature. Up until
then I’d fished various areas
with only tench for my efforts.
The swim was in a central area
of the lake and I put quite a bit
of particle out to encourage

feeding – which worked, but
only with a tufty the next
morning. Fortunately, sitting up
late I heard and saw a number
of fish rolling in front of a swim
to my left. Just after first light I
walked round there and spotted
a large frothy set of bubbles to
one side of a patch of weed.

I moved a few hours later and
found what I was looking for
with a few casts with a lead – a
clear bit of sand the size of a
dustbin lid where I’d seen the
bubbles. I had to clear a load of
surface weed so I could keep
the lines down, and after this I
placed the rigs on the spot with
a smattering of particles.

Early next morning my left-
hand rod went. I lifted it but
could barely raise the rod as it
was caught on some weed. I got
in and cleared it. After a short
scrap where the fish got weed

over its head I netted the lot. At
this point I thought I’d caught
another tench but it turned out
to be one of the biggest mirrors
in the lake. First blood in the
shape of a 42lb 14oz mirror.

After that I pulled off for the
year, making it the last fish
caught until the next February.
I did the odd night in the spring
where a few anglers were
putting in lots of bait into one
area around one of the islands.

Doing another two-nighter I
was in the swim on the opposite
bank and knew the fish were in
the area. At midday the guy in
the hot swim left – I was round
there in a shot. Once there I
could see a group of smaller
residents, including one of the
ghosties and a few commons.
These ghosties often gave away
the whereabouts of the more
prized fish.

ALEX WEST notches up his second Yateley 50-pounder using
his watercraft skills to make the most of a natural insect hatch.

FOUR-MINUTE
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1
He then wraps a piece of

dissolving foam around it…

2

REDUCE TANGLES

An early result in the form of Pac Man at 42lb.

A 34lb common caught with accurate bait placement.

I set the same particle trap in
six feet of water at the bottom
of a gravelly shelf – the drop on
the rod was firm but not rock
hard. An hour after the rods
went out the right one bleeped
and the line pulled tight. I struck
to solid resistance; a bit of side
strain brought it away from the
island and after 15 minutes I
netted a fat common of 34lb
8oz.

That summer I fished close
to home with only a few trips
until spring. The lake’s known
for doing a few bites on zig
rigs, a method I really didn’t
have much faith in, especially at
night. I went down for my first
trip in April when my mate Lee
Petty gave me a few pointers.
Using that info and my limited

ADVANCED ANGLE
The clean line of a hook can

alert carp tosomething being

wrong. To break up the outline

of the hook Alex threaded on

a fleck of foam. This also helps

create a more accurate shape

of the fly hatch he’s trying to

mimic on the rig.

Alex adds weight to his PVA

parcel with a half a bottom-bait

boilie.
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… and puts the parcel in some

PVA mesh.

3
The weight in the PVA bag reduces

tangles on the cast, ensuring the rig is

fishing reliably every time.

4

experience, and nicking a few
bits of black foam and zig
aligners, I set up.

My swim looked out towards
the opposite end of the island
to my last capture. From a tree
I could see fish cruising in the
upper layers; one route off
the island and the open water
seemed to be favoured – this is
where I placed my rigs.

After an hour the rod near the
island picked up, I bent into it
and after a difficult scrap where
the fish picked up my other
line, one of the other anglers
netted a decent common. To
my dismay I’d foul hooked it
and before I could get a proper
look at it matey unhooked both
mine and a snapped-off rig from
the fish, which was estimated at
35lb and slipped back.

The next trip down fell on a
wet and windy April Monday; I
saw nothing and after my third
lap I settled in an open-water
swim facing a recent hot zone.

That night the weather
worsened and I was glad to
be on the back of the wind
in a sheltered area. I was
whacking the zigs 90 yards
and at 11.30pm I had a twitchy
take, and struck into thin air.
I sharpened the hook and
attached a tiny ESP PVA bag
of half boilie and two foam
nuggets. After casting I checked

the line and had another few
bleeps, which I struck. The rod
went over on another big carp.
It kited round a weed bed and
along the bank round a snaggy
tree, through another angler’s
lines. I didn’t want to pull too
hard with a size 8 Mixer hook
and 12lb Double Strength so
waded back to the bank. As I
did so the angler shouted up
to me and I ran into his swim
to tell him it was my fish giving
him bleeps. I found my line in
front of him and handlining it
towards the net up popped a
big mirror. Lip hooked and 39lb I
was more than pleased with her.

Two weeks later I found them
up the other endwith some
really good ones among them.
I decided to fish from the swim
opposite where the weed wasn’t
as bad. The angler next door
was fishing out to the right
meaning I’d be able to fish a rod
on each side of a weed bed.

It started to spit with rain as I
sorted out my first rod with the
same hook link, PVA foam and
half boilie in a bag. The hook
bait was a piece of black foam
– with a little fleck of coloured
foam matching a fly hatch I’d
found in the margin the week
before – soaked in Mainline
Multistim, for a nice neutral
sweet amino taste.

I was wondering where to put

The rods lie in wait for a spring bite.

“I HAD A REAL
TWITCHY TAKE WHICH

I HIT BUT STRUCK
INTO THIN AIR.”



ADVANCED ANGLE
Alex watched as a group of

seagulls took advantage of an

insect hatch. Fishing on this

hatch he took advantage of the

carp’s liking for natural food, by

imitating it with a zig-rig hook

bait. It was this hatch that led to

the downfall of an English fifty.

my first rod – I could see fish
but didn’t want to cast on top
of them, when I noticed gulls
hitting the surface a few rod
lengths to the left of the weed
bed. As they flew off a carp
came up and took something
off the surface. On the third try I
cast the rig to the spot and felt a
thump as the lead hit down and
foam popped to the surface.

Four minutes later I was

screwing on my front buzzer bar
when the rod twitched. I stared
at it and nothing happened so
I carried on – next thing I knew
it was off.

I picked up the rod, felt the
line was tight and leaned into
it. I could feel it moving, and
keeping pressure on, very slowly
it started to rise and move
towards me. Eventually a large
weed bed hit the surface about

and the line came free. Now
in direct contact with the fish
it stayed deep. Under the rod
tip I thought that she was foul
hooked but as she came up
her huge frame hit the surface
I realised it was in the mouth.
With a very large mirror on I
stayed reasonably calm through
the rest of the fight before
slipping the net under her.

The guy next door didn’t
recognise her but I remembered
her slightly twisted mouth and
little black fleck on the wrist of
her tail – it was the queen of the
pond at 50lb 8oz and a personal
best mirror carp.

Before I started the spring
on zigs my biggest fish to them
was a mid double. Now I had my
target fish on the mat. I shouted
at the top of my voice, relieved
and excited at the same time.

To say I’m over the moon is an
understatement and even now
I’m buzzing as I write this – so
pleased I took the leap of faith
of casting out single bits of foam
on long lengths of mono.
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ACFTwin Scale at 39lb gave Alex huge confidence in fishing zigs.

After spotting an insect hatch the zigs
were deployed. Just four minutes later,
Alex landed the mighty Yateley mirror, all
50lb of it.





BUY ONE
GET ONE 

FREE
DL BLACK EDITION
Fully geared towards big 
carp fishing, DL Black Edition 
rods have what it takes to tackle just about 
anything; capable of casting massive distances when 
required yet subtle enough to use at close range when 
you need refined power to ensure you remain in control.

An intelligent combination of the best carbon fibres and 
the latest components ensure the DL Black Edition rods 
are perfectly balanced; casting 
is enhanced and fish playing 
becomes even more dynamic. BUY ONE ROD FROM

JUST 
£99.99

GET A 2ND ROD 
ABSOLUTELY FREE 

OF CHARGE 

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

TEL 01322 292400  WEB

Test curves available: 2.75lb, 3lb, 
3.25lb, 3.5lb, spod and marker.
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|@Justjames_91// James Moore

A lush weedy vista for this month’s Instagram post. Thanks to James for
sending them in. If you want to get  your pic in the mag get tagging us 
in your favourite Instagram images.

Don’t forget to #advancedcarp for the chance to get your photos featured
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A ROYAL
APPOINTMENT

Reliving fond memories, RICK HURLEY talks about the most
unique venue he’s ever fished: a river-like lake in the grounds

of a palace, where he banked a haul of thirties.

RICKHURLEY
Surrey-basedRickhas

caughtsomeof themost

desirablecarpthesouth

has tooffer, including

Charlie’sMateand

Sheepwalk’sSplitTail.

Sponsor:Wychwood
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The lake’s cross section is very much like a canal,
with shallow ledges on each side with a deeper 
bowl-shaped channel down the middle – and
incredibly uniform along its length. I actually chose
to fish this particular water due to the security – as
you can imagine, fishing a park lake in London can
be incredibly ‘lively’, but with this lake being on royal
grounds it was managed and bailiffed not only by the
rangers, but the police too. There’s a private golf course
on site and it’s surrounded by well manicured grounds,
but with that comes a strict opening and closing
time. I’ve nearly been caught out many times due
to the fishing being really good the later it got – the
man locking the gate was never impressed with the
procession of anglers driving out as late as possible,
sometimes slightly past the closing time due to fi sh
captures.

“THE LAKE’S CROSS SECTION IS VERY MUCH LIKE A
CANAL, WITH SHALLOW LEDGES ON EACH SIDE WITH A
DEEPER BOWL-SHAPED CHANNEL DOWN THE MIDDLE – 
AND INCREDIBLY UNIFORM ALONG ITS LENGTH.”

A big old 36lb mirror. Evenings
after work proved fruitful for
Rick.

I
began my quest on a water close to the Thames
a couple of years ago, knowing it held a stock of
large carp. Somewhat different to the norm and
far from the usual deep gravel pits I usually fish,
this lake is set in the grounds of a royal palace

and is just 20 yards wide but a third of a mile in length
– almost like a river, but perfectly straight. It was one
of Henry VIII’s first palaces and it’s remarkable that
there’s fishing on there at all, albeit confined to daytime
sessions and the area is well policed and locked at night.

Fed at one end by the river, at the other is a set of
fountains surrounded by lily pads. It’s probably the most
unique venue I’ve ever seen, let alone fished. The water
clarity is excellent, and weed growth is abundant. Even
when fish were stocked from West Drayton around 10
years ago it didn’t take long for them to adapt to their
environment, darken up and become much cleaner,
healthier looking fish.

Many fish like this 32-pounder came at last light.

Rick opened his account with this 22lb common.
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I decided after a few years of dropping on for the odd
session to dedicate some proper time to the venue,
and get a quantity of bait going in regularly. There was
an area of reed beds in the centre, which was popular
because the fish were often nearby.

Choosing to bait with a nice Robin Red fi shmeal-
based bait, I began feeding an area just away from the
reed beds where the fish would almost certainly pass
regularly. The June 16th start came round before I knew
it and I’d been putting 4kg in every other day for a
couple of weeks. Due to the shallow, clear nature of the
lake, it was very obvious where I’d been baiting, as the
two holes were visible in the weed and notably clear
where the fi sh had been hammering the bait.

At the start of the season I stayed away, knowing it
would be busy. After three months of no anglers, the
first few nights were always productive, but I didn’t
want the hassle and knew I’d not get near the area I’d
baited. Quite a few came out, and some from where I’d
been baiting, but that’s the nature of park lakes, and
something you’ve got to accept.

In July, when I eventually began fishing, the banks
were noticeably quieter. I’d get there at 6am and soon
discovered that first and last thing were the times to
have rods in the water. The gardens became busy with
the public in the day and it was almost pointless being 
there, so I’d fish the evenings until closing. I’d arrive in
the afternoon after work and have a good look around.

If my rods were in by 6pm I stood a good
chance. The gates usually closed at 8.30pm, bite
times were very localised, and those two-and-
a-half hours were all that was needed. The carp
seemed very cute to when there were lines in
the water but you could take a couple of fish in
an evening if you were quiet enough.

Time and again we were ushered out by
security trying to lock the gate, but that late
evening window always produced the goods.
I wonder how many more we’d have caught if
we could have fished on until 10pm. The fish
were right on the bait, loving the fishmeal, and
it was a tough choice between getting a hit of
bait out or packing down in time to leave the
car park.

Hooking a fi sh at 8.15pm was a nightmare –
you’d hope not to get locked in as that meant
the police coming to ask why you were still

BAITFORSUCCESS
Consistent baiting after every

session established Rick’s bait

quickly; as the fish got used to

the feed the captures continued

to increase.

..… and the fish just kept
on coming.

Rick’s target fish, a 40lb chunk,
caught through persistent baiting…

As the sun went down the fish
got on the bait.
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OVERWEIGHTEDBAITS
To account for the heavy

feeding and slight flow on

the lake, Rick overweighted

his hook baits with additional

putty to ensure that they stayed

stationary, making them much

easier to pick up by the fish.

there and they were never impressed with your
excuses.

I remember one night having a 34lb carp
followed by a 33-pounder within 45 minutes.
The first one was landed, unhooked in the net,
reclipped with a PVA bag attached and back
onto the spot. No sooner had the photos been
taken than the same rod was off again, resulting
in the second fi sh – it really could be carnage
at times.

My pal was 30 yards up the bank sharing
much the same success; we’d bait up together
quickly, parking between the two spots, split up
and rush back to the car to be gone as soon as 
possible before getting told off for where we’d
parked.

Small mesh bags with little overweighted
pop-ups did the damage for me; as I watched
the ferocious feeding of the carp I knew the
baits would be lifting and drifting around the
swim, I just wanted the pop-up pinned down to
make it easier for the fi sh to locate it. I think the
suction power of a carp when it pulls that pop-
up in far outweighs the extra weight in the rig.
A small gap between the hook and the putty
accounted for the slack that allowed the hook
to flip and turn inside the carp’s mouth to get
better hook-holds.

A 3oz lead set the razor sharp size 8 hook
every time and I enjoyed two seasons of
very good angling on the lake. In reality the
first season started in July and by the end of
October we’d called it a day. The second season
we waited until September and October,
knowing that was when it kicked off, but it was
a little harder as the lake became much busier,
which we hadn’t anticipated. One chap came
down with a printed photograph of me holding
a fish, and lined it up on the far bank, counting
the trees – it was unbelievable, and he even 
asked my mate if he’d got the right swim and to
point the left and right rod spots out.

By the end of the two seasons I’d banked
18 or 19 diff erent thirties from the lake, which
being so close to my home at the time and able 
to visit for short evening sessions was great.
September was definitely the most productive;
it really kicked off when they got on the bait
and was a very enjoyable place to spend my
evenings.

I went on to catch the one I wanted in the
second spell, a long, lean 40lb 7oz fi sh right at
the end of my time on there. I did a further few
nights banking a few high twenties but called
it a day after that. The stockies have all pushed
through the ranks now and I’m sure there’d be a
lot of big fi sh in there.

The lake opposite, which was always much
rougher, less policed and often ‘guested’
overnight, was netted shortly after and plenty
of 20lb commons were moved to the long lake

“THE CARP SEEMED
VERY CUTE TO 

WHEN THERE WERE
LINES IN THE WATER

BUT YOU COULD
TAKE A COUPLE OF

FISH IN AN EVENING
IF YOU WERE QUIET

ENOUGH.”
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A hectic morning’s fishing. Seven fish landed with Blind
Eye being an undoubted highlight at 30lb 6oz.

in an attempt to stop the illegal fishing over the
road, so I can only imagine how good the water
is now. Some of the older big, black commons
even topped the 30lb mark.

With the nine or 10 originals left, the stockies
that adapted to their surroundings and the
lovely dark commons from over the road you’re
really spoilt for choice and there are three clear
stocks of fish to target.

I’d have to say, though, that the highlight of
my time on there was that my partner Theresa
would sometimes fish with me too. She knows
what she’s doing after fishing with me for 10
years, so it was nice to spend time doing what I
love with her. She had a couple of the originals
out of the venue too, which was great to share
with her. We even had a double take once and
landed 36lb and 33lb mirrors together.

You just can’t buy that.

“WITH THE NINE OR 10 ORIGINALS LEFT, THE STOCKIES
THAT ADAPTED TO THEIR SURROUNDINGS AND THE 
LOVELY DARK COMMONS FROM OVER THE ROAD YOU’RE 
REALLY SPOILT FOR CHOICE.”

ACF

A rare daylight capture for
Rick within five minutes of
casting out.



S a y  h e l l o  t o  t h e  2 0 1  s e r i e s  
f r o m  w y c h w o o d ,  t h e  m o s t  a d v a n c e d 

 s u b - £ 1 0 0  r o d s  w e ’ v e  e v e r  p r o d u c e d . 
D e s i g n e d  t o  o f f e r  s u p r e m e  p o w e r  w i t h  a n 

a c t i o n  t h a t  p u t s  t h e  f u n  b a c k  i n t o  p l a y i n g  f i s h . 

r e d e f i n i n g  t h e  a l l r o u n d  c a r p  r o d .
Available with cork or EVA handles.

ACTIONS 
SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS

w w w . w y c h w o o d c a r p . c o . u k
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£89.99 rrp



I
t was a hot summer’s day in
Kent and I was on my usual
walk round Wingham, looking
about with no real intention of
fishing. I was looking in a few

of the likely looking shallow areas in
the hope of seeing a few fish.

I wanted to introduce some
bait in there, and this was a great
opportunity given that there were
no anglers on the lake. I was just
walking up to the lake with my
polaroids on and I spied a large bed
of floating Canadian pondweed.
Then I noticed a delicate movement
on the surface, so I shimmied up a
nearby tree to see what it was.

A lovely big dark mirror sat there
lazing about in the afternoon sun. It
looked to be a sizeable mirror, but
more importantly it was jet black
and scaly.

It looked pristine.
The lake isn’t known for surface

captures, but it’s always worth a
try on any lake. However, I knew it
was going to be a hard push to get
a bite.

The fish was five yards from the

bank, so I thought it best to not
fire any freebies out to it, instead
choosing to fish a single hook bait
as I didn’t want to spook it.

I ran back to the van to get the
surface gear and nicked a single
mixer onto a small hook. I knew I
was going to have just one chance
as I lined up the cast.

The fish had made a hole in the
weed just above its head as it had
obviously been sitting there for a
long while.

With a bit of accurate casting
I thought I could drop the hook
bait onto the weed and draw it
back into the hole. By this point I
was shaking, and with little cover
around I feared being spotted by
the carp.

I hid behind a small bush with
one arm hanging out of it and
flicked the mixer across the weed.
The fish didn’t move… good.
Slowly I drew the bait across the
surface. The carp didn’t have a care
in the world. As I pulled it over the
weed to the hole the mixer slipped
off the weed and bobbed lightly up

and down in the clear patch. Five
seconds passed and I sat there with
bated breath, hoping that the fish
would move. Constantly running
through the scenario in my head,
checking the clutch was the right
tension, I stared for what felt like
an age at the mixer with the fish
completely still. Suddenly, out of
nowhere the fish rose out of the
water and engulfed it.

A huge eruption followed as
the carp tried to disappear down
the whole from whence it came.
Birds scattered to the sound of the
noise. The fish took line from the off,
making its way at an astonishing
pace to the island.

I managed to turn it, before it
went on run after run. It found
every weed bed in the area but
I managed to get it free every
time. Twenty minutes passed as
it twisted and turned in the clear
water. Just feet from the bank it
dived into the weed bed where
I had originally got the bite. I
managed to break off the weed
with a little pressure and a huge
ball of vegetation and the carp
rose mercifully to the surface. I
sank the net and engulfed the lot.

Frantically I peeled the weed
away with my hands to see my prize
– a jet black scaly mirror. Weight
didn’t matter, I had caught a carp
off the surface. A truly incredible
carp caught from an opportunist
capture, and one that will stay with
me for my carp fishing life.

DAN TAYLOR recounts the tale of how taking
every fish sighting as an opportunity to catch

can add bonus fish to your season.

I FRANTICALLY PEELED
THE WEED AWAY WITH MY

HANDS TO SEE MY PRIZE – A
JET BLACK SCALY MIRROR.

MY GREATEST
CAPTURE
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FishSpy Camera £199.00

FISHSPY UNDERWATER CAMERA

N-BRICE CARBON RANGE
Carbon pod .......................................................................................£319.99
Carbon 3-rod snag bars .....................................................................£97.50
Carbon 3-rod adjustable bars ...........................................................£87.50
Carbon 2-rod adjustable bars ...........................................................£69.99
Carbon snag Ears ................................................................................£26.50
Pod case ..............................................................................................£25.00
Carbon sticks 10” ................................................................................£26.50
Carbon sticks 12” ................................................................................£29.50
Carbon sticks 16” ................................................................................£31.50
Stainless Gravel Eater .........................................................................£22.99

12 x 450g canisters £45.00
These fit Primus, Coleman, Trakker & Fox stoves

YELLOWSTONE GAS

All hooks are precisely hand sharpened and fitted with point protectors. A
specialist sharpened hook does put more fish on the bank.

SPECIALIST SHARPENED HOOKS

Drennan Conti Boilie Hooks
Size 4, 6 & 8 £7.99 for 10

Drennan Barbel
Size 9 & 10 £7.99 for 10

Korda Wide Gape Hooks
Size 6 & 8 £7.99 for 10
Korda Kurv’s Hooks

Size 6 & 8 £7.99 for 10
Korda Choddy Hooks
Size 4 & 6 £7.99 for 10

Korda Krank
Size 6 & 8 £7.99 for 10

Korda Mixa
Size 8 & 10 £7.99 for 10

Atomic Chodda
Size 5, 6 & 7 £8.99 for 10

Nash Twister Hooks
Size 4, 6, 7 & 8 £8.99 for 10

Nash Fang X
Size 6,7 & 8 £8.99 for 10

Nash Chod Twister
Size 5, 6, 7 & 8 £8.99 for 10

OTHER PATTERNS AVAILABLE

We have teamed up with Jason Hayward to offer hand sharpened
hooks in a wide variety of patterns and sizes from all popular
manufacturers. The hooks and prices are listed below. We will be
adding more patterns as stock comes in.

£19.99EXCLUSIVE TO WALKERS!

JASON HAYWARD’S
CHEMO-STIM (500ml)

GOLD LABEL PRO CLEAR

10lb 0.26mm 1000m ........................ £18.95
12lb 0.29mm 1000m ........................ £19.95
16lb 0.34mm 1000m ........................ £20.95
16lb 0.34mm 5000m ........................ £89.95
20lb 0.40mm 1000m ........................ £21.95

Pro Clear is diameter for diameter by far thePro Clear is diameter for diameter by far the
most abrasion resistant line that we havemost abrasion resistant line that we have
ever tested yet it cast smoothly andever tested yet it cast smoothly and
performs exceptionally well for casting.performs exceptionally well for casting.

N-BRICE CARBON & ALUMINIUM POD
The New N-Brice super light Pod For all you anglers out there whoThe New N-Brice super light Pod For all you anglers out there who 
like to be light on your toes here is the N-Brice Carbon / Aluminiumlike to be light on your toes here is the N-Brice Carbon / Aluminium 
pod boasting all the same points as our other pods but weighing inpod boasting all the same points as our other pods but weighing in 
at lessthan 900g. The pod is made from a high grade English rolledat lessthan 900g. The pod is made from a high grade English rolled
carbon in a stylish ground matt woven finish and hard anodised Aerocarbon in a stylish ground matt woven finish and hard anodised Aero
grade Aluminlum The N-Brice pod comes complete with 2 adjustable
snag bars 10”&11”, banksticks 2x6”snag bars 10”&11”, banksticks 2x6”
and 2x8” (but these can be changed 
to different sizes if that suits yourto different sizes if that suits your 
fishing better) and the base.fishing better) and the base.

p jp j

£350.00

SEAGUAR FLUROCARBON
Seaguar is the most advanced flourocarbon used in the fishing trade.Seaguar is the most advanced fl ourocarbon used in the fishing trade.
It is designed for saltwater flyfishing and big game fishing. Due to itsIt is designed for saltwater flyfishing and big game fishing. Due to its
fine diameter, suppleness, abrasion resistance and knot strength it isfine diameter, suppleness, abrasion resistance and knot strength it is
perfect for leaders and hook lengths. This is not widely available toperfect for leaders and hook lengths. This is not widely available to
the carp trade and is relatively unknown to the carp angler, howeverthe carp trade and is relatively unknown to the carp angler, however

Available in 50m spools.Available in 50m spools.
11.6lb 0.235mm...........................£12.99
13.6lb 0.26mm.............................£12.99
15.4lb 0.28mm.............................£12.99
19.14lb 0.33mm...........................£12.99
23.5lb 0.37mm.............................£12.99
25.5lb 0.40mm.............................£14.50
30lb 0.43mm................................£16.99
35lb 0.47mm................................£17.99
40lb 0.52mm................................£20.50

JASON HAYWARD’S MILK PROTEIN MP
RANGE OF POP-UPS EXCLUSIVE TO 

EXCLUSIVE TOWALKERSWALKERSWe have some very special pop-up hook baits, allWe have some very special pop-up hook baits, all
based on a very high-quality milk-protein base. The basebased on a very high-quality milk-protein base. The base
mix is one of Jason Hayward’s old-school recipes that is highlymix is one of Jason Hayward’s old-school recipes that is highly
attractive to carp in its own right and uses some very special, exclusiveattractive to carp in its own right and uses some very special, exclusive
(and expensive!) carp-catching ingredients and attractors. The mix(and expensive!) carp-catching ingredients and attractors. The mix
has been updated for 2014 to make it extremely buoyant for today’shas been updated for 2014 to make it extremely buoyant for today’s
modern rigs.

MP1 £8.99
Sweet fruits &Sweet fruits &
sour creamsour cream 
with a spicewith a spice
backgroundbackground

MP2 £8.99
Sweet jasmineSweet jasmine
& perfumed& perfumed 
spicespice

MP3 £8.99
MarineMarine
extracts &extracts &
organic acidorganic acid

MP SPECIAL
£9.99
Fruit, spiceFruit, spice
& marine& marine
productproduct

BASIA QDX ALL BLACK REELS

Hi’S RANGE
12ft 2½lb .......................................................SPECIAL PRICE £340.00
12ft 3lb...........................................................SPECIAL PRICE £355.00
12ft 3lb - 50mm ............................................SPECIAL PRICE £365.00
12ft 3½lb .......................................................SPECIAL PRICE £365.00
12ft 3½lb - 50mm .........................................SPECIAL PRICE £375.00
12ft 6in 3½lb - 50mm...................................SPECIAL PRICE £389.00
Hi’s 13ft 3½lb - 50mm ..................................SPECIAL PRICE £395.00
SIVE 12ft - 50mm ..........................................SPECIAL PRICE £395.00
SIVE ’ER’ - 50mm...........................................SPECIAL PRICE £405.00
SIVE 13ft - 50mm ..........................................SPECIAL PRICE £420.00
S200 12ft - 50mm..........................................SPECIAL PRICE £420.00
S200 13ft - 50mm..........................................SPECIAL PRICE £429.00
S220 13ft - 50mm..........................................SPECIAL PRICE £449.00

We are Free Spirit Specialists –
keeping the entire range in stock

DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR MULTIPLE
PURCHASES – CALL FOR FURTHER DETAILS

‘S’-RANGE
ES 12ft 2¾lb .................................................... SPECIAL PRICE £265.00
XS 12ft 3¼lb.................................................... SPECIAL PRICE £275.00
XS 12ft 3¼lb - 50mm...................................... SPECIAL PRICE £285.00
XS‘ive 12ft 3½lb SU - 50mm .......................... SPECIAL PRICE £305.00

E-CLASS GOLD
Gold 12ft 2¾lb ...................................................SPECIAL PRICE £159.99
Gold 12ft 3¼lb ...................................................SPECIAL PRICE £169.99
Gold 12ft 3¼lb - 50mm .....................................SPECIAL PRICE £179.99
Gold 12ft 3½lb - 50mm .....................................SPECIAL PRICE £194.99
Gold 12ft 3½lb SU - 50mm ...............................SPECIAL PRICE £199.99

MARKER RODS
Searcher LRM 50mm 12ft 3½lb ..................... SPECIAL PRICE £134.99
Searcher MRM 50mm 12ft 3lb ....................... SPECIAL PRICE £124.99
S’Range Marker 12ft 3¾lb - 50mm ............... SPECIAL PRICE £245.00
Hi’S Marker 12ft 3¾lb - 50mm ...................... SPECIAL PRICE £299.00

SPOD RODS
Launcher LRS 12ft 5lb - 50mm ......................SPECIAL PRICE £139.99
Launcher MRS 12ft 4lb - 50mm.....................SPECIAL PRICE £129.99
S’Range Spod 12ft 4lb - 50mm ......................SPECIAL PRICE £255.00
S’Range Spod 12ft 5lb SU - 50mm ................SPECIAL PRICE £275.00
Hi’S Spod 12ft 4½lb - 50mm .........................SPECIAL PRICE £309.00

E-CLASS ORIGINAL SPECIAL OFFER
12ft 3½lb - 40mm ..............RRP £174.99 ......SPECIAL PRICE £120.00

ORIGINAL LONG RANGE MARKER OFFER
12ft Searcher...................... RRP £124.99 ....... SPECIAL PRICE £89.99

THE SPOMB ROD
12ft 3½lb - 50mm ................................SPECIAL PRICE £139.99
13ft 3½lb - 50mm ................................SPECIAL PRICE £149.99

BACK IN
STOCK

CTX RODS
12ft 21/2lb ...........................................................................................£99.99
12ft 23/4lb .........................................................................................£104.99
12ft 31/4lb 50mm..............................................................................£119.99
12ft 31/2lb 50mm..............................................................................£124.99
12ft 31/2lb 50mm SU .......................................................................£129.99
13ft 31/2lb 50mm..............................................................................£134.99
13ft 31/2lb 50mm SU .......................................................................£144.99
12ft Spomb / Marker ..........................................................................£99.00
13ft Spomb / Marker ........................................................................£109.99

We keep in stock large quantities of the FreeWe keep in stock large quantities of the Free
Spirit rod range and have different handle optionsSpirit rod range and have different handle options

available in stock on the most popular models.available in stock on the most popular models.

LIVE IN-STORE
LIVE IN-STOREDEMO’SDEMO’S

NEWNEW

FishSpy is a professional quality camera housed inside an
aerodynamic marker fl oat, that generates its own Wi-Fi signal
and transmits live video to your phone or tablet. Durable and 

designed to withstand the rigours of fi shing, it is waterproof to
depths of 10m. 

The camera records and then transmits live footage at ranges 
of up to 100m, enabling you to fi nd features, check the

presentation of your bait, and see the fi sh interact with your
bait. You will be amazed at what you have been missing!

Fish Spy generates it’s own Wi-Fi signal and transmits it to your
portable wifi -enabled device, so therre is no need to worry

about having a internet connection or phone singal on the lake. 
Fishspy does it all.

RRP: £655.00
O/P: £420.00

LIMITED 
LIMITEDSTOCK!
STOCK!

We have a limited number ofWe have a limited number of
CUSTOM BUILT Basia QDXCUSTOM BUILT Basia QDX
All Black Reels in stock now.All Black Reels in stock now.
Please look on Daiwa’s customPlease look on Daiwa’s custom
build page to price one up.build page to price one up.



Tel: 01942 255 993 Email: info@nwac.co.uk Website: www.nwac.co.uk

St Pauls Chapel, Chapel St, Hindley, Wigan, WN2 3AD

DEAL
OF THE
MONTH

NGT TOASTIE
SANDWICH MAKER

RRP: £14.95

OUR PRICE
£12.95

Unable to call in store?
Mail order available on all Items

Call 01942 255 993

ALLTHESE OFFERS ALSO
AVAILABLE ATTACKLESAVER,

13-17THE PADDOCK,
HANDFORTH,CHESHIRE SK9 3HG

TEL: 01625 528831

MON-FRI 9AM - 5.30PM
SATURDAY 8AM - 5.30PM
LATE NIGHT THURS UNTIL 7.00PM
SUNDAY 10AM-3PM

OPEN 7
DAYS

A WEEK

FREE P&PFREE P&P
ON ALL ORDERSON ALL ORDERS
OVER £50OVER £50

EXCEPT WHERE STATED

OUR PRICE £29.99

SABER 12FT 3 RODSABER 12FT 3 ROD
SLEEVESLEEVE

RRP £59.99

o.uk

BIVVY-LITE DUO / BIVVY-LITE DUO CASE
LIGHT O/P £26.99 CASE O/P £8.99

TRIBAL LINE

12LB OR 15LB BULK SPOOLS

OUR PRICE £12.99
RRP £19.99

BB
LL

RRP
£39.99

IPAD TABLET
HOLDER

OUR PRICE £52.95
RRP £59.99

OUR PRICE £329.99

OUR PRICE £31.99

POOLS

R
£

H
POST
FREE

ONE MAN CONTACT BIVVYONE MAN CONTACT BIVVY

OUR PRICE £99.98
RRP £139.99

ONE MAN WINTER SKINONE MAN WINTER SKIN

OUR PRICE £47.99
RRP £64.99

RRP £159.99
TWO MAN CONTACT BIVVYTWO MAN CONTACT BIVVY

OUR PRICE £112.98
TWO MAN WINTER SKINTWO MAN WINTER SKIN

OUR PRICE £52.49
RRP £69.99

RRP £29.99

OUR PRICE £23.99

Q-DOS BEDCHAIR
BUDDY

RRP £34.99

OUR PRICE £24.99

SABER SUPER LOW 
PRO ROD POD

CARP
TROLLY

RRP £109.99

OUR PRICE £79.99

ST 10000 RB
+FREE
SPOOL OF 
SHIMANO 
LINE

OUR PRICE £49.95
RRP £89.99

BUY ALL 3 FOR £99.99

CRUZADE BED CHAIRCRUZADE BED CHAIR
£89.99CRUZADE CHAIRCRUZADE CHAIR

£49.99
Q-DOS BED CHAIRQ-DOS BED CHAIR
ORGANISERORGANISER £14.99

TOTAL RRP £154.97TOTAL RRP £154.97 9

INCLUDES:
FREE COOKING
SPATULA

OUR PRICE £16.99

Q-DOS
BAIT
BAG
CARRYALL
• REMOVABLE

LINER
• 6 STORAGE JARS

CHUB VANTAGE PLUS 
QUIVER FULL SYSTEM

3 ROD

RRP: £89.99 O/P £77.99

4 ROD

RRP: £99.99 O/P £82.99

LIGHT OO/P £26.99 CASSE O/PP £8.99LL

CURVE
INDICATOR SET OF 3

RRP £34.99

OUR PRICE £32.95

FULL RANGE NOW IN STOCK!

NEW

Q-DOS LOW CHAIRQ-DOS LOW CHAIR 

Q-DOS DELUXE SINGLEQ-DOS DELUXE SINGLE 
WHEELED BARROW & BAGWHEELED BARROW & BAG

RRP £30.00

OUR PRICE £24.99

RRP £100.00 OUR PRICE £69.99

GRANDESLAM 6 LEGGRANDESLAM 6 LEG 
BEDCHAIRBEDCHAIR 
RRP £99.99 OUR PRICE £59.99

DISPARCH 
7500 SPOD
REEL WITH
BRAID

H

POST
FREE NEWNEWSUPA BROLLY

60’ MK2 SYSTEM
CAMO

RRP £359.99 RRP
£169.99

FX EXPLORER BARROW

£159.99 EACH

9 999

POSTFREE

SUPPLIED
WITH UNDER
BARROW BAG
& 2 STORAGE
POCKETS
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REVEALED: THE CONSISTENT TACTICS
FOR CATCHING CARP LIKE THIS!
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The latest and greatest
tackle to add more
firepower to your carp
fishing arsenal.
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JRC
COCOON
LANDING NET

Using a stiff carbon composite
handle for rigidity when
netting, along with a neat
quick-release spreader block,
the Cocoon landing net has
some unique features.

Firstly, the folding stainless-
steel spreader block that holds
the net solid in place thanks to
its unique divider allows the net
to be broken down by simply
releasing tension on the net
arms and pushing the divider
out of the way. Another great
addition is the magnetic mesh 
retainer system. Unlike clip
retainers that can often take
quite a bit of force to release,
the magnet will release without 
fail and the fish is engulfed. The
result is a net that will be easy
to move around during netting,
yet will have ample room for a
netted fi sh.

With EVA foam fitted on the
net arms to maintain buoyancy
and an easy-grip shrink-wrap
handle it’s an impressive net for
the price.

Web: jrc-fishing.co.uk

PRICE:
£79.99
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WYCHWOOD 
201 SERIES CARP RODS

With both the cork-handled C201 and Duplon D201, the 201 series
are stylish yet still shouldn’t be sniffed at for performance. Despite
their affordable price tag they are impressive rods.

Neat fi xtures and fittings include a line clip and 50mm ringing
orientation coupled with the multi layer technology that gives the
blank more power yet maintains its playing action. Used by the
likes of Jon Macallister and Nigel Sharp, who demand reliable gear
for their big-fish angling, it’s clear that they more than stand up for
the job.  

Wychwood has also got a lifetime warranty policy on the 201
range, meaning that in the unlikely event they are damaged they
will be replaced.

Web: wychwood-carp.co.uk

PRICE:
£89.99

NASH
SLAPHEAD INDICATOR RANGE

Having been in the Nash range for years the Slapheads need no
introduction with old-school anglers. More recently Nash went
back to the drawing board to improve on this great indication
concept.

Available in white PTFE or the stealthy looking black, the
Slapheads feature an integrated magnetic clip that safely secures
your line but will quickly disengage when the rod is picked up.
The magnet eradicates the need to adjust the clips, meaning that
the Slapheads can be used with the everything from the thickest
of fluorocarbon main lines to the thinnest of braids without any
reduction in tension.

Available in sizes ranging from 6g for slack-line work all the way
to 40g for extreme range work, there is a version for every carp
angling discipline. Additional drag weights are available too if you
want to go heavier.

The system is fully customisable with both chains and strong
arms available. This complete indication system is interchangeable
based on your preference. Well worth checking out if you love
trying new indicators.

Web: nashtackle.co.uk

PRICE:
£7.99

STILLWATER
BPX REEL

Many anglers want to get out on the bank without
spending lots of money to do so. The BPX free-spool gives
you that option. Featuring the same ball bearing and
performance as the BPX compact with the included free-
spool feature, the reel performs brilliantly as a fishing reel
or even as a marker reel.

With simple drag features and a cushioning line clip it
represents great value for money.

Web: chapmansangling.co.uk

PRICE:
£44.99



ADVANTA
CX LOW RIDER BROLLY

Based on the original 60in brolly system, the Low Rider features
the space-saving central mechanism that has become popular in
recent brolly models. Added to this the side skirts and inner peak
tension bar create lots of coverage, offering you the useable space
of a bivvy with the lightweight nature of a brolly.

Finished in a waterproof material that water simply beads off,
the full system comes with two storm poles to improve rigidity,
pegs and a heavy-duty groundsheet. An overall impressive
package.

Web: anglingdirect.co.ukPROLOGIC
STERI-7 FISH CARE
ANTISEPTIC SPRAY

Utilising the latest in fish
care technology the team at
Prologic formulated a liquid
that performs brilliantly as
an antiseptic. Tested against
well-known fish pathogens
it aids in the healing process
of fish, while also providing
protection against aquatic
diseases.

The spray is easy to use.
Simply apply it to the fi sh’s
wound in its body or mouth,
then leave it for 15 seconds
before returning the fish.
It will create a barrier that
prevents infections. A must
for all self-respecting carp
anglers.

Web: prologicfishing.com

PRICE:
£12.99

PRICE:
£84.99

SHIMANO
TX COMPACT ROD

A four-piece carp rod is the 
ideal travel rod or makes the
perfect rod for anglers going
travelling on the Continent.
Like the rest of the Tribal range
the rods come in three diff ering
test curves, from 2.75lb to 3.5
lb with 50mm butt rings in the 
two top test curves.

With stylish graphics and
lightweight single-leg rings on
the tip sections this makes the 
rod light, which is much easier
when casting. A great rod for
anglers wanting to save space.

Web: shimano-eu.com

PRICE:
£119.99

100
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TASKA
13.9 PRO EDITION ADJUSTABLE 
2-ROD BUZZ BARS

Designed and developed in the UK to Team Taska’s
exacting standards the new stainless features neat
adjustable collars that allow you to customise the 
width of your buzz bars to your preference. Adorned
with discreet red nuances of the Taska brand, the
chunky feel gives them a rock-solid appearance
when set up. A full range of the new stainless 
products complement these buzz bars with matching
banksticks and stabilisers to allow you to fully 
customise your setup.

Web: taskacarp.com

PRICE:
£79.99

PRICE:
£3.99

RIDGEMONKEY
BAIT SPOONS

Whether it be mixing bait, or applying it to a margin spot, baiting spoons come
handy in your fi shing. These ones from Ridgemonkey do just the job. Using rigid
heavy-duty plastic these stiff bait spoons can be used to apply bait to an area
within throwing distance, or loading up your Spomb before casting out. There
are two colours available – white and green – with an ‘air’ version that features
drainage holes for using with mixes containing a lot of liquid.

Web: ridgemonkey.co.uk



The boilies, particles,
liquids and other
bait to get your
spots fizzing.
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DYNAMITE BAITS
CORKBALL POP-UP RANGE 

Having a buoyant bait that will remain
popped up for long periods is critical to the
performance of many modern rigs. These
hand-rolled corkball pop-ups, with a choice
of several winning Dynamite Baits flavours
serve just that purpose.

There are food bait coloured and fluoro
versions for every situation. A neat touch is
the glug that comes with the baits. With the
baits suspended in a little cage and some
liquid in the base of the pot, it allows the
baits to soak in some flavour, yet will drain
away when you need to get a hook bait out
the pot without getting your hands covered.

Web: www.dynamitebaits.com

MAINLINE
ESSENTIAL CELL TOPPERS

Topping a food bait hook bait with a bright
topper has become the norm these days. Often
this will be in the form of plastic corn or a small
pop-up. Mainline has hybridised this with its
Toppers. Essentially these are pop-up hook
baits specially moulded into small corn-shaped
hook baits. In each pot ofToppers you get three
compartments, which separately hold pink,
white and yellow hook baits.

The classic Mainline flavours are all
accounted for. Even the new essential Cell has
dedicatedTopper hook baits. Use them to top a
boilie or as a pair like pieces of plastic sweetcorn
– an ideal hook bait over small particles.

Web: mainline-baits.com

CRAFTY CATCHER 1 LITRE
PREPARED PARTICLE RANGE

Having some spare particle bait in your car
during the summer can be really helpful,
whether it be to prime small margin
spots or to create some small PVA bags
for fishing with a small hook bait. These
neat one-litre tubs are perfect for keeping
stored so you don’t get caught short at
the lake. With several different particle
combinations from chilli hemp to hemp,
wheat and maples it allows you to carry a
few different options for baiting.

For baiting spots for stalking or adding
smaller food items to a spod mix these are
really convenient for anglers that don’t
have time to prepared their own particles.

Web: copdockmill.co.uk

1 2 3

PRICE:
£4.99

1

PRICE:
£13.99

2

PRICE:
£8.95

3
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NASH SALTED MEGA MIX 
PREPARED PARTICLES

Having a few bags of prepared particles in
your car can be a godsend when you are
caught short on a productive session – these
bags are just the ticket.

The Salted Mega Mix is a particular
favourite; with larger food items and classic
carp catchers such as tigernuts, maple peas
and chickpeas in abundance in the mix.
Cooked in the bags to keep the bait’s juices
locked in the mix, it is given an extra dash of
salt to boost its attraction further.

You get 2.5kg of bait per pouch
too, making it well worth a look for
supplementing your choice of boilies. It’s a
surefire winner.

Web: nashtackle.co.uk

STICKY
CLOUDY MANILLA LIQUID

Madagascan vanilla, blended nuts and
a bespoke creamy liquid make up the 
Cloudy Manilla liquid, and this super-sweet 
liquid features all the great attractants of
the boilies.

Use it as a boilie soak, or alternatively
supplement the matching pellets to
give them a boost. The result is a halo of
attraction over the swim that pulls the fish
into the area. It’s sure to be a winner for
anglers wanting to add lots of attraction to
their bait.

Web: stickybaits.com

5 6

CC MOORE
CREAMED TIGERS

Among the most accomplished big-fish
bait, tiger nuts have a great track record
on their own. Sometimes a diff erent hook
bait can produce a special result, so these 
creamed tiger nuts are an excellent hook-
bait option.

Using CC Moore Response + Cream
liquid – a highly attractive bait mix
additive – the tigers are given a sweet
boost that adds another dimension to an 
already devastating hook bait. The liquid
also dyes the bait white in colour, adding 
more visual attraction.

Web: ccmoore.com

4

PRICE:
£7.49

4

PRICE:
£8.99

5

PRICE:
£8.99

6
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ADVANTA
LOW RIDER SHELTER

PRICE: £74.99

anglingdirect.co.uk

VERDICT: Amazing

value for money

In my test reviews I like to try
varying products, from high-end
tackle to the more affordable
stuff. My fishing gear contains
a real mix of it all and I feel that
you can really pick up some
special bits of kit. The Low Rider
shelter is one such item.

Based on a two-rib pram
hood design the shelter packs
into a tiny bag that weighs next
to nothing, saving me lots of
weight on the barrow. Tension
bars help maintain its shape
while the carabiner clip allows
the bivvy to maintain its shape.

Assembly is as simple as it
comes. It literally goes up in
seconds, offering you enough
shelter to do an overnighter with
a quick pack-down time. The

side skirt provides additional
coverage should you need it. The
footprint is tiny too, allowing me
to fit it in small swims without
any problems, yet it easily
accommodates all of my gear
for an overnighter and makes a
great short session bivvy.

Its only downfall would be if
you experienced torrential rain,
where I feel the small footprint
wouldn’t offer the coverage
you were after, but for these
warm dry nights of summer
it has performed impeccably,
something you can’t grumble at
considering the very affordable
£74.99 price tag. The package
comes in an oversized bag
with pegs and a lightweight
groundsheet, a total bargain.

EditorMAXHENDRY reports
back on the gear that he’s
been using in proper fishing
situations over various
lengths of time…
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STICKY
MANILLA BOILIES

I was lucky enough to get my hands 
on this bait during the testing phase.
It was known as the nut bait at the
time. What first struck me was the
smell of the bait – the creamy aroma 
of the vanilla along with the sweet 
taste of the protein made for an
awesome combination. It scored
well with my girlfriend too, who was
much happier having her house 
smell of vanilla than fi shy baits.

With the damage control at home
done it was time to get out on the 
bank and see what it was like. Within
a first couple of sessions on the bait
I had helped myself to a couple of
twenties, and was feeling confident
in the bait. Since then I have fished

with it for most of the spring, with 
good results despite my limited time 
frame, and it’s safe to say that Sticky
has something special in the Manilla. 

As with other boilies in the Sticky
range there are additional products
to complement the boilies. My
particular favourite is the cloudy
Manilla liquid that tastes amazing
and makes a great boilie soak for
infusing your baits before feeding;
with matching pop-ups and wafters
too there is something for every rig
presentation that I need. Its release
on June 16th was nothing short of 
huge, and you can see why.

I look forward to fishing with the
Manilla in the future.

THE NUMBERS
PRICE:
£11.99

stickybaits.com

SOLAR
P1 STAINLESS BUZZ BARS

Having used black aluminium
bankwear for some time now, it took
some convincing to give stainless
another try again. After being shown
the P1 stainless range, though, I 
knew I had to give a set a try.

First impressions were its
awesome build quality. As you
would expect from Solar every join is
seamless. I got hold of the three rod 

adjustable bars to give a test. Fine
adjustments to the width are done 
with a collar that is easy to use yet 
still remains solid once adjusted to
the required length. Lining up your 
alarms couldn’t be easier too, with
the neat collars allowing you to get 
them perfectly straight with ease.

I like how the P1 includes touches 
of carbon to its aesthetics; it’s a

different look and sets it off from
others on the market. I also like the 
Travel-lite banksticks. With a ground
driver point it certainly makes
getting the buzz bars in tough 
ground much easier.

Once all set up they look really 
nice. I am sure that they will be
popular with stainless lovers up and
down the UK.

THE NUMBERS
PRICE: Buzz Bars

£49.99;

Banksticks £20.99

solartackle.co.uk



The biggest competition in angling is back and better than ever

King of the Catch has returned!
Angling Direct’s King Of The Catch is the 

£25,000, ?

Set to run between 16th June and 30th September 2016.  
 King Of The Catch Terms and Conditions apply.

ENTER NOW VOTE NOW



www.anglingdirect.co.uk/kingofth
ec

atc
h
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|@advancedcarp

A pristine common is kept wet and calm in an unhooking cradle. If
you want to get your pic in the mag get tagging us in your favourite
Instagram images.

Don’t forget to #advancedcarp for the chance to get your photos featured
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WYCHWOOD
AVX-S ALARMS
We take a look atWYCHWOOD’S latest offering
in the bite alarm market. For a reliable alarm with a
host of brilliant features, check out the AVX-S.

Acompact and durable alarm is of
paramount importance – the last
thing you need is a faulty alarm. It

also has to be adaptable to every situation,
with varying sensitivity levels and adaptable
volume or sounder box capabilities. The
AVX-S features all of these points.

A particularly innovative feature is the
built-in snag ears. Yes, there are a few other
companies’alarms with these featured, but
the AVX-S gives you the option to remove
them by simply sliding them into the body,
preventing them from being lost in transit.

You can purchase the AVX-S as a single
alarm or as part of a presentation set that
contains three alarms and a receiver. The
receiver is made from the same durable
material as the alarms. With a protective
removable case and lanyard attachment
the rubberised receiver features simple on/
off switches and tone with the option to
programme four alarms to the receiver.

With a simple design there’s not a lot
that can go wrong with the AVX-S either.
They are great value for money with a lot of
excellent features.

THE NUMBERS
PRICE:
Individual alarm £59.99

Receiver £59.99

Presentation set £179.99

wychwoodcarp.co.uk

THE VERDICT
Amazing value for

money, a reliable alarm

packed with features

that looks the part on

your buzz bars too.

“WITH A SIMPLE DESIGN THERE’S NOT A LOT
THAT CAN GO WRONG WITH THE AVX-S. ”

The receiver
comes with a
hard case and

lanyard to stop
damage.

The receiver allows
you to programme
four alarms to it, for
anglers using four

rods.

Volume, tone
and sensitivity

options come as
standard with

the alarm.



INGENIOUS. IRRESISTIBLE

JASON UMNEY

52lb 8oz

24/7 Boilies

IAN RUSSELL 
35lb 12oz 

24/7 Wafter

MAT WOODS 
36lb

24/7 Pop Up

PERFECTION TAKES TIME

NOW SEE THE RESULTS FOR YOURSELF...

OVER 4 YEARS OF DEVELOPMENT | GREAT RESULTS ALL YEAR-ROUND | AVAILABLE NOW

24/7 available now. Check-out the full range at sonubaits.com today.
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FORTIS
VISTA SUNGLASSES
We take a look at yet another awesome addition to
the FORTIS EYEWEAR range. Behold… the Vistas!

Fortis has taken over the
angling sunglasses market
in the last few years with its

affordable yet high-performance
eyewear. With on-trend designs yet
superb reliability and performance
it has become the go-to angling
eyewear company.

The Vistas are the new addition to
the range. Designed and developed
in-house by the Fortis team, they
take their name from the superb
field of vision they deliver. Utilising
Triple X lenses, they offer improved
clarity, definition and protection.

Clarity comes from the lens

formulation, which is surprisingly
thin; the definition comes from the
refined lens colours and protection
from UV A, B and C light is also key
to maintaining the health of your
eyes, and the Vistas deliver this –
guaranteed.

There are three lens colour
options for varying light levels
and applications: Polarised Brown
for low to bright light conditions,
Amber for darker British days and
Blue X Bloc that provides great
contrasting in bright sunlight.

The frames are based on a
curve, to offer total protection

from unwanted side light ingress.
Designed specifically for anglers the
frames feature 12 vents to prevent
lens fogging. The arms are fitted
with rubberised grips to keep them
fixed to your head. The frames are
made from a super lightweight
material too, for added comfort
when wearing them for long
periods.

Finally, subtle branding
completes the look. Combining
functionality and style, this is why
anglers have flocked to the Fortis
brand for their eyewear needs for
the past few years.

THE NUMBERS
PRICE: £74.99

fortiseyewear.co.uk

THE VERDICT
Designed and developed

by Fortis in the UK.

Market-leading

technology at an

affordable price.

“THE GO-TO SUNGLASSES FOR QUALITY
AND STYLE.”

Triple X lenses
offer superb

clarity of vision
along with

saving weight.

Rubberised arms
ensure the glasses

stay planted to your
face, preventing

them from falling off
when angling.

Lightweight
frames wrap

around the head,
preventing light

ingress.



0121 344 3333
Moor Lane, Witton, Birmingham, West Midlands, B6 7HH

enquiries@fostersofbirmingham.co.uk

www.fostersofbirmingham.co.uk

fosters
Secure Trust Bank PLC trading as V12 Retail Finance. Credit provided subject to age and status.

£399.99
Cash Price: £399.99
10% Deposit: £40.00
Loan Amount: £359.99
Monthly Payments: 11 x £30.00
Final Payment: £29.99
Total Amount Payable: £399.99

TEMPEST COMPOSITE BIVVY

0% APR
REPRESENTATIVE 

RRP £439.99
PRODUCT FEATURES
Fixed-front Tempest shelter with patented, composite nylon block
Ultra-strong, easy to use and very quick to assemble
Spacious interior without huge footprint
Dual-zipped doors, allowing you to create a letterbox opening
Roll-up mozzie window in door
Supplied with two 36ins Quicksticks
Supplied with a mid-weight groundsheet, tension strap, carrybag and T-pegs

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Material: 210D polyester
Weight: 5.5kg (plus pegs and groundsheet totalling approx. 3kg)
Dimensions: W265cm x D210cm x H130cm
Transport size: L128cm x W22cm
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DAIWA
TOURNAMENT ISO
5000 QD REELS
Lightweight, smooth and great to look
at, theDAIWA ISO is simply stunning.

Ask any angler to
name fishing tackle
manufacturers that produce

great quality reels and you will
always hear Daiwa mentioned in
the top three. It has built a strong
presence in the carp fishing
market for producing gear at the
forefront of technology. The Daiwa
ISO reels are no different.

With a compact, lightweight
body, magnesium alloy housing
tough gearing, the full package
offers great‘crankability’without
the bulk associated with hard-

wearing reels of this variety.
Added to this, the smooth seven
ball bearings allow silk-like reeling
from even the most extreme
range. A quick drag spool and
Twist Buster II concept completes
the list of great features.

Aesthetically it’s the ticket too,
with a lovely aluminium handle to
keep weight down, coupled with
the wooden knob to add a touch
of the old school. Neat flashes of
red give the reel a unique look and
make it an attractive package if
you are a self-confessed tackle tart.

THE NUMBERS
PRICE: RRP £550;

spare spool £75

daiwasports.co.uk

THE VERDICT
Smooth, lightweight

and a real workhorse;

another truly awesome

reel from the Daiwa

range.

“ONE OF THE BEST REELS
WE’VE EVER USED.”

The Twist Buster roller
wheel prevents line
twist in the mono

when using the drag
for longer periods. 1

1

2

3

In just half a turn the
ultra-smooth quick

drag is initiated from
freespool to locked

up in seconds.

2

Smooth varnished
wooden handle

oozes quality and
adds to the stunning
aesthetics of the ISO

reels.

3
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SPOTTED FIN
THE CATALYST
We take a look at the SPOTTEDFIN’S
flagship boilie range, The Catalyst,
an active bait that has already been
causing a stir on the big-carp scene.

In its first week of release, The
Catalyst certainly made an
impact. With two 59-pounders

caught from challenging waters
at either end of the country it
made a great impression.

It gets its name from the active
ingredients. A combination of
enzymes and yeast additives
break down in the bait, making it
easy to digest. With a nutritious
base mix, the team at Spotted
Fin then looked at adding liquid
additives that would dissolve
in the water column, providing
attraction all year round.
Ultimately, a liquid provides the
chemical attraction that pulls the

fish in, while the base mix adds
nutrition that the fish search out.

By using lots of ingredients
in both the liquids and base
mix, The Catalyst offers many
great carp-catching ingredients
in one package. With captures
from the trickiest circuit waters,
such as the Essex Manor,
the Horton complex
and the Wingham
syndicate in Kent, it
has certainly scored
highly during
testing and its initial
release.

THE NUMBERS
PRICE: £6.75

spottedfin.com

THE VERDICT
An instant bait that is

sure to be a great long-

term campaign bait for

big-fish angling.

“THE CATALYST OFFERS MANY GREAT CARP-
CATCHING INGREDIENTS IN ONE PACKAGE. ”

Order 1kg all the
way to 100kg,

direct from the
Spotted Fin

website.

There are
matching hardened
hook baits, wafters,
pop-ups and food

dip to complement
the boilies.

Two bait
sizes – 15mm

and 18mm
– in round

and dumbell
varieties.



www.tacklefanatics.co.uk
Tackle Fanatics wants your second-
hand carp tackle; it buys and sells all
premium brands.

=TACKLE SHOPS= FISHERIES = MANUFACTURERS = BAIT COMPANIES

www.prologicfishing.com
Prologic develops quality fishing tackle
at affordable prices.

www.bvg-airflo.co.uk
BVG-Airflo produces a host of tackle
for most angling disciplines.One of its
brands,TF Gear, is a carper’s favourite.

www.climaxtackle.com
The Climax website is updated daily
with the latest deals and products from
leading brands.

www.jrc-fishing.co.uk
JRC is one of the best quality and
value for money suppliers of carp
fishing tackle in the land.

www.totalangling.co.uk
Shropshire’s premier carp shop.
Stocking everything a carp angler will
ever need.

www.aquaproducts.co.uk
Developing products for the discerning
carp angler for over 20 years, look out
for the new DPM camo range.

www.madbaits.com
Mad baits are one of the UK’s leading
manufacturers and supplies of quality
baits and feeds.

www.wychwood-tackle.co.uk
Wychwood manufactures an
affordable range of carp and specimen
tackle to suit all abilities.

www.soniksports.com
Sonik Sports is famous for making
top-end carp rods that are affordable
and well made.

www.nashtackle.co.uk
Kevin Nash has been designing and
manufacturing carp tackle since the
1970s.

www.daiwasports.co.uk
Daiwa is renowned for designing and
making quality carp gear here in the
UK, for British anglers.

www.delkim.co.uk
Delkim produces some of the best bite
alarms in carp fishing.Visit the website
to see the innovative new D-Lok.

www.stickybaits.com
Creator of successful baits such as
Krill,Vor-tex and XS,plus a wide range
of hook baits and other products.

Shopping
CentreACF brings you an essential

guide to the best carp fishing
websites.

www.ridgemonkey.co.uk
RidgeMonkey is a think tank of like-
minded individuals, striving to bring to
market a range of thoughtful products.

WebGGuideeSHOPPINGCENTRE

www.copdockmill.co.uk/
crafty_catcher Crafty Catcher have
become renowned for the design and
production of quality Carp baits.
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www.blakesbaits.co.uk
One of the leading suppliers of fish
baits in the UK. Look out for the new
Krinella range.

www.nathansofderby.com
Whatever your discipline of angling
you’ll find plenty of products and
bargains at this leading tackle dealer.

www.advancedcarpfishing.com/online-shopping

www.chapmansangling.co.uk
Chapmans have been synonymous
with offering great choice of prices to
anglers for over 20 years.

www.brownsofleightonbuzzard.co.uk
A large retailer with two sizeable
showrooms that stock all the major
brands.

www.fostersofbirmingham.co.uk
Fosters of Birmingham is one of
Europe’s largest fishing tackle
suppliers.

www.greysfishing.com
Greys built its reputation building top-
notch rods. It now makes awesome
bivvies, luggage and accessories.

www.anglingdirect.co.uk
Angling Direct is one of the country’s
leading mail-order specialists,with
seven shops based in the southeast.

www.uk.purefishing.com
Pure Fishing is the largest distributor of
fishing tackle in the world.

www.nwac.co.uk
NWAC are based in Wigan and pride
themselves on customer service and
having the lagest available stock.

fish.shimano-eu.com
State-of-the-art fishing tackle for all
anglers with millions of fans and users
around the world.

www.esp-carpgear.com
Visit the revamped ESP website to
see exactly howTerry Hearn uses the
impressive terminal-tackle range.

www.dynamitebaits.com
Dynamite Baits is possibly the largest
manufacturer of carp baits in the UK.

To advertise on this page contact Karen Biggs on 07929 0074852
or e-mail karen@dhpub.co.uk

www.sheltonsfishing.co.uk
Sheltons runs a top-notch mail-order
business out if its Peterborough
headquarters.

www.johnsonrosstackle.co.uk
Hertfordshire’s premier specialist store
stocks all the top brands as well as
offering a bespoke rod-building service.

www.edwards-custom-upgrades.com
ECU are a small UK company based in
East Sussex with a passion to produce
carp fishing products.

www.harrisonrods.co.uk
Manufacturing fishing rods, rod blanks
and tubes.Home of the Torrix,Chimera,
Lorhic and Ballista brands.

www.chubfishing.com
Chub produces an extensive range of
carp products including rods,bivvies
and clothing.

www.gardnertackle.co.uk
Gardner has been developing
advanced carp and coarse fishing
equipment since 1980.

www.bait-tech.com
Bait-Tech produces outstanding carp
baits from the very best of suppliers.

www.walkersoftrowell.com
Long-established tackle shop catering
for specimen anglers in the East
Midlands and beyond.
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I
t was now late August and after such a great start to the
year on Twynersh Pit Three my spring campaign was
unfortunately put on hold. A new career in plumbing
and heating was rapidly developing, which forced me
to take the summer off to fully focus on the demands of

this new job.
After a hectic summer working, I was eager to find out

what had occurred in my absence. It was a warm Thursday
evening and with work finishing on time for once I managed
to get to Pit Three for an eagerly awaited walk round. I found
out that the queen of her quarry, Nina, was still yet to make
an appearance and had been regularly seen in the Treeline
area. Being back down the lake brought the buzz back
instantly. I started to feel I hadn’t missed out on much after
speaking to the bailiff Kevin and it was time to pick up from
where I left off – the Nina hunt was on.

It was the beginning of September and I had booked
a week off work. Eager to get stuck back into Pit Three,
I arrived on the Monday afternoon and saw there were
only two others on, one in The Boaty and the other in the
Channel swim. As I walked round I was surprised to see that
the Treeline swim was free. I placed a bucket in the swim to
secure it and went for a wonder down its snaggy tree-lined
bank in the hope of spotting a few carp and maybe Nina.

C H A S I N G T H E

PART T WO

As I crept along the bank I came to the largest snag, a tree
that had grown out of the bank like a mushroom covering a
large amount of water space. Peeking through the branches
of this impressive snag was like being at a sea life aquarium.
I must have seen around 25 carp hiding in the cool shaded
branches of this monstrous snag, keeping out of arm’s reach
and the blistering summer sun. I stood there like a child
at Christmas watching them at close quarters, looking for
detailed markings on each carp so I could make out which
was which. Over half the stock must have been there, but
there was no sign of Nina. However, there was one that did
stick out from the rest. As I watched the carp swim under an
undercut section of the bank, a rather large, clean looking
linear appeared from out of the darkness, a carp I now dearly
wanted. There was a carp in Pit Three called The Big Lin,
which had a scattered row of scales on both sides. Others
who fished Pit Three were adamant that this was the one I
saw. I wasn’t so convinced; I had seen pictures of the Big Lin.
Walking back to the swim for a split second I forgot all about
Nina; the linear I was all I could think about. Not seeing Nina, I
still opted to fish the Treeline.

I was soon set up and chose to fish two rods along the tree
line, one to where I saw carp moving along the huge snag
and the other in a hole a little further up the bank in another

WARREN FENN is hot on
the tail of his ultimate
prize from Twynersh Pit
Three – the elusive queen
of the lake
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large snag. I flicked a third rod to a
lovely silt spot off the corner of the
island where I saw some bubbling
on my arrival. I kept it simple using
what worked for me in spring and,
of course, the ever-faithful Tuna
& Garlic. Seeing the way the carp
reacted to this bait through spring,
I had confidence it would get me
bites.

The night passed without a
bleep and so did the morning
but it still looked good for a bite.
I decided to reel in to have a look
back up the snaggy Treeline again.
There was no sign of the linear or
Nina but the carp were still there! I
trickled broken boilies in the snag
to see if they were willing to feed;
they were straight on it. I decided
to leave my rods out for the day
to rest the swim in the hope that
feeding the carp in the snags
would encourage them out in the
night to feed on my spots.

I got the rods back out around
7pm. Going into the night the
Treeline looked far more active
than the first night, with ripples
coming from within the snag.

It was around midnight when
my right rod was away. I shot out
of bed and bent the rod into a
jerky pressure as the carp tried to
throw the hook. A few moments
later I had the carp in front of me
and under control as I scooped
her up first time – result. Switching
my headtorch on and peering
into the net I recognised the carp
straightaway. It was Josh, one of
the really old mirrors. Moving it
carefully to my unhooking mat

I could see it in all its glory, a
cracking old wily carp. He went
28lb 13oz but the weight really
was irrelevant. I took a few lovely
self-takes and popped him back to
his watery home.

Unable to get the rod back out
to the spot due to the darkness
and tricky cast to the snaggy bank,
I would get it back out at first light.

Nothing else occurred through the
night.

I got the island rod back out first
time, but as I was sinking the line
a kingfisher sat halfway down my
rod staring at me which was a truly
magical moment.

Nothing happened for the rest
of that morning and it looked like
bite time had long gone. Out of
nowhere I received a violent take
off the kingfisher rod to the island.
The fish weeded me up instantly
but with slow, heavy pressure on
the rod, it came free and I slowly
pulled what felt like a decent fish
towards me. The carp stayed on
the surface throughout the rest
of the fight and moments later he
was mine. It was The Match Lake
Mirror, which went 31lb.

Going into the evening of my
last night, after losing one through
the day I was hoping to redeem
the session with one more. The
night was uneventful but at
around 4am I received another
jerky take on my right rod toThe scene of the majority of Warren’s captures.

LittleAndOften
With fish always resident in the

snags, Warren kept his baiting

light in order to ensure the

chance of a quick bite during

his short sessions. He also

baited with a few baits in the

snags to allow the fish to gain

confidence on his bait.

“IT WAS THE ORIGINAL
WOODCARVING,
WHICH WOULD TAKE 
PRIDE OF PLACE 
IN ANY ANGLER’S
ALBUM.”



A night-time bite from
the treeline – Josh the

mirror at 28lb.

I got to the big mushroom-like
snag, I peered in and saw nothing.
Suddenly, something caught my
eye. I found one, a common with
a large scar down one its sides.
As I focused on the detail of the
common a huge shadow rose from
the dark depths – it was her. I stood
there like a rabbit in headlights
watching Nina rise to the
surface of the snags; she looked
huge. Struggling to hold in my
excitement I quickly walked down
to Glen. He said:“You look happy.”

“Nina’s down in The Treeline
snag, I’ve finally seen her,”I replied.

For some reason I felt it would
happen. I decided to put all three
rods out to the tree line, two
fishing the same spots I fished
previously and the third a bit of a
trickier cast, but closer to where
I saw Nina, which became the
middle rod.

Going into the evening the lake
became very busy but I really didn’t
care because I had the queen of
the lake at my feet.

In the middle of making a coffee
the right-hand rod was away.
Knocking my drink everywhere
I was into battle with an angry
carp, and with that it was off. My
heart sank as I reeled in a parted
line, which must have caught on
something sharp along the snag. It
left me feeling sick. My confidence
disappeared and all I could think
was:“Was it her?”

The rest of the evening was
uneventful as I sulked, thinking I’d
blown it, but at around midnight
I received a savage take from the
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the snags. It was a short, lifeless
battle but resulted in one of the
lake’s real stunners, The Original
Woodcarving, which would take
pride of place in any angler’s
album. The old warrior went 28lb; a
great end to a few days’fishing.

I managed to book another
week off work in mid-October
around the new moon phase. If
Nina hadn’t been out before then,
this would most likely be my last
chance because the date coincided
with her last capture a year ago.

The next few weeks would really
test my angling limitations. With a
busy schedule at work, working in
central London I could only string
together a handful of overnighters
but would have to battle a three-
hour traffic-filled journey to get to
the lake in Chertsey before even
battling with a carp, which was
a task in itself. I did manage to
catch some of the lake’s crackers,
including The Long Common, one
of the very first fish stocked into Pit
Three. I did, however, lose a carp
that many would call the king of
the lake, Hoover, from The Double
swim, which still hurts!

It was the weekend before my

Fish care is paramount. Testament to a well-run syndicate.

An ancient carp known
as the Woodcarving.
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week off work in October and I
managed to finish work on Friday
at midday, so I planned to beat the
weekend anglers to the lake and
hopefully get into a decent swim.

As I arrived there were three on,
but no-one in The Treeline. Unable
to get back in there since my week
off in September I was eager to
have a look. One of the regulars,
Glen, was in The Cave on the other
side of The Treeline. Walking down
The Treeline it was clear that the
carp weren’t holding up here. As
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middle rod. I was straight on it as a
heavy carp fought to get into the
snag. I kept heavy pressure on the
rod and walked back up the bank,
slowly pulling the carp away from
the snags. A few hairy moments
later and I had the powerful carp
in front of me and, eager to get
it in the net, with one big scoop
I had it. Peering in I saw it was a
decent common. Not Nina, but
one with a large scar on one side.
I felt I was getting closer but did I
lose Nina earlier?

The scarred common went
31lb and after a few night shots
I slipped him back. I left the rod

against my brolly, eager to get
round to the snag at first light to
see if Nina was still there.

First light was upon me before I
knew it and as soon as it was light
enough to see into the snag I went
round for a look. The nerves were
jangling as I walked up The Treeline
and peaked into the snag. I looked
to my right and the biggest smile
lit up my face. Nina was there,
happy enough it seemed, sat on
her own. I crept back round and
made breakfast, thinking I would
leave it a few hours before getting
the rods back out.

The morning passed and I got
the rods out on the spots. The rest
of the day, and night, went by
without a bleep.

Glen phoned me at 9am to tell
me the lake looked lifeless, and
really didn’t know what to do
next. I agreed but said Nina’s still
in the snag, so I’m going to give it
longer. With that, my alarm let out
a series of bleeps and the phone
was thrown as I locked on to what
felt like a raging bull. As I quickly
walked back with the left-hand
rod, an explosion erupted within

the snag. As the rod bounced
violently it locked round in full
battle curve; all I could do was hold
on for dear life. A few moments
later a huge weight pulled the rod
to the left. Whatever was on the
end powered towards the island.
All of a sudden the rod locked up
solid as a weed bed off the island
slowly rose to the surface. I kept
a firm pressure on the rod as the
carp slowly kicked free, what a
fight! Knowing at the back of my
mind which fish it was, I tried to
keep a cool head. As it surfaced in
front of me a huge set of shoulders
broke the surface. Moments later
the biggest scream was let out:
“Nina!”The queen was mine, what
a moment.

I must quickly thank Steve, Glen,
Kevin and Rob for their assistance.
We carefully lifted the old girl safely
onto the mat and as I unhooked
her I saw her mouth was spotless.
She was in prime condition. She
broke my PB by 1lb at 44lb 8oz,
which was an added bonus. After
some quality shots by Rob I let
her go and the job was done. A
moment I’ll never forget.

ObserveYourQuarry
Warren spent much time

watching how the fish entered

and exited the snags. This way

he knew exactly where to place

his baits.

ACF

Another one off the wishlist,
the Match Lake mirror, with

simply huge fins.
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Getting one last look at Nina before her return. What a carp.
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ADAMPENNING takes the first of two
working trips to tangle with big French

carp. It’s a hard life…

T
ime passes by so

quickly; year on year

seems to become

more of a blur. I’m

sure it must be an age

thing – when you’re a youngster

the summer holidays seem totally

endless, but now six weeks just

fly by. I guess it must be your

perspective – when you are 10, six

weeks represents such a big chunk

of your lived life; at 45 it is just a tiny

fragment and is seen as such in your

consciousness as a rapidly passing

blink.

And so it was that suddenly

winter was long gone and it

wouldn’t be long until we were

closer to the next one than we were

to the passing of the last. With the

descent of the spring came the

annual foray to France – usually a

single trip but this year a double-

header. Both trips were with clients

who I’d come to know very well

through repeat bookings and so,

although both were working trips,

they were ones that I was looking

forward to hugely.

The first was to be a week session

at the famed Le Queroy, with Ian

and Andy Blackwell. The venue has

a long-standing reputation as a

leading fishing holiday destination

and is booked on an exclusive basis,

with the use of a wonderful old

farmhouse that sleeps up to eight

people and has its own swimming

pool and hot tub!

Le Queroy is under new

ownership and the watchful eyes

of Dan and Jody. They have already

put their mark on the place and as

soon as I arrived I knew it was going

to be a special week.

The lake is perhaps five acres

and shaped in the traditional estate

lake manner, with a dammed

deep end forming the wider part

before gently funnelling down in a

triangular shape to the shallows at

the other. The lake is tree lined and

immensely mature, having been

hand dug in Napoleonic times. It is

home to a massive head of big carp

with loads of 40-pounders, quite a

few fifties and the lake record that

has scraped over the 60lb mark.

From the off I was under no

illusion that fun, food and beer

would take precedence, and as we

sat in the sun after our arrival Andy

opened the first of many mini kegs

of ice-cold Desperados. I reclined on

the sun lounger and thought I must

have the best job in the world!

The first task was to locate the

fish and after a good look around

it was quite apparent that all of

the stock was located in the area

of deeper water around the dam

wall. This zone is controlled by just

two swims and these are opposite

each other. Naturally, both my

guys would take this area and I

opted to fish the bottom end on a

peninsula that separates two small

bays. Although there were no carp

whatsoever at that end, it was a

working trip and the objective was

to give Ian and Andy plenty of space

and make sure they bagged a few.

On the first night, Ian and I

decided to get a good night’s sleep

in the apartment; it had been a long

drive and the Desperados had made

an early night the sensible option!

Andy, however, was having none

of it and had his rods out and in

position not long after dinner while

we baited our swims before retiring

to watch Sky TV and chill out – it

seemed like the civilised option!

The next thing I knew, someone

was standing in my room with a

headtorch blasting into my face.

No, it wasn’t my first night at an

SAS boot camp, it was Andy and

he was blathering on about a big

fish like some kind of demented

psychopath! As I slowly came to my

senses and got him to calm down, it

transpired he’d bagged a personal-

best 47lb carp!

It was only an hour or so until

dawn and the weather was cool, so

I told him to slip it into a retainer

and I’d be down to do some pics as

soon as I’d had an aspirin. With that,

my room was once again plunged

into darkness and I gratefully pulled

the duvet back over my head and

settled into a happy sleep, knowing

that Andy had already bagged a

whacker – top man!

When I went over to his swim

with Ian a short while later, I

noticed that Andy had followed my

instruction to ‘secure the fish’ to the

letter. He had utilised the ratchet

ADAM PENNING’S BIG CARP DIARY
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1. A Le Queroy carp glides over
the net.
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on a heavy-duty strap to lock the

retained fish to his bedchair – a

proper belt-and-braces job!

Andy was suitably effervescent as

he held his lovely big carp aloft for

the camera – buzzing just wouldn’t

describe it and I decided to call

him ‘Force of Nature’; he really is

unstoppable!

The week unfolded with

surprisingly tricky fishing but

with a bit of hard graft and some

fine angling from the boys, the

fish continued to hit the net. The

strange thing was that despite

the warm weather, the fish were

determined to spend all their time

up in the deep water around the

dam. Although this was great for Ian

and ‘FoN’, it was frustrating that not

a single one was willing to venture

down to my lovingly prepared feast

of Manilla boilies.

I’d been regularly drip feeding

the zone in front of my peg with the

throwing stick; probably around

three kilos a day. I was sure that at

some point would it pay off but as

Wednesday passed, I was beginning

to wonder if the fish would ever

leave the deep water around 150

yards further up the lake.

Of course, as it was a working trip,

it didn’t matter too much whether

I caught anything or not, but just

one bonus carp would have been

nice – a week is long time! As the

days unfolded, FoN continued to

catch while Ian, fishing opposite

him, demonstrated that when faced

with a swim full of carp, he was

capable of showing little mercy! In

a fine display of angling he took

a succession of carp with lots of

thirties, and several forties. He’d

clearly taken a lot of angling tips

from our good mate Taps, who sadly

wasn’t able to join us.

One fish in particular just would

not surrender and when I finally

bundled it into the net the creature

did a power charge into the bottom

corner of the mesh. Incredibly, it

carried on thrusting and almost

pulled me into the lake as I held

firmly onto the handle.

What happened next was

nothing short of jaw dropping as

the manic beast somehow forced

its way completely out of the net

and back into the lake! Whether it

had found a tiny hole and propelled

itself through or maybe just ripped

the seam open, the fish had escaped

and was back in the lake with Ian

playing it through the landing net!

I couldn’t think of what to do and

was just about to suggest biting the

line and retying it when Ian said he

was going to pass the whole rod

through the net! At first I thought

he must be crazy, but between us

we managed to thread 12 feet of

carbon through the net and out the

other side, whereupon Ian was once

again joined in battle.

A few minutes later, I again netted

the fish (in a different net!) and this

time it was beaten, which was lucky

because so were we!

On the Thursday, he found

himself attached to something

altogether different. All the fish

hooked by the lads had shown

incredible power and this strain of

fish was characterised by big tails

with thick, powerful wrists; battles

were often long, drawn out affairs

full of excitement and tension.

The fish that Ian hooked that

lunchtime was, however, different

gravy and from the off covered a

huge amount of ground as it kited

unstoppably on a long line.

The fish travelled well over 130

yards as Ian struggled to stay in

touch with it and I was certain that

this had to be the fish called Triad –

the king of the lake. The scrap went

on, and on and on! Eventually the

carp was netted and, looking down I

could see it was indeed a leviathan.

The huge-tailed beast wasn’t

Triad but another of the biggies

and weighed over 55lb, missing a

personal best by only a couple of

ounces. We got some great shots

including a fine self-take of the three

amigos and the fish together – fine

memories!

Half an hour later, I had a liner on

my left-hand rod. The significance

of this wasn’t lost on me – I’d not

had even a bleep all week but now,

finally, something was afoot. I gazed

out across the baited zone and

sighted several subtle bubblers;

finally I had some dinner guests.

Less than half an hour later, the

left-hand rod was away and, with

some relief, I found myself attached

to a heavy and hard-pulling fish.

The creature gave me a bit of a

runaround (as they all seemed to

do) and it was probably close to 20

minutes before I was able to secure

it in the landing net.

The mirror weighed 42lb and it

was no more than a few minutes

after slipping it back than the other

rod was away! Not a bleep for five

days then two fish in half an hour!

This one was simply unstoppable

and I wondered if it was foul hooked

or something. Of course it wasn’t,

though, and after a real arm acher

I secured my second fish – another

mirror, this time weighing 46lb. I did

self-takes with both fish as I didn’t

think it was fair to ask either of the

boys to wind in and walk round.

I quickly found out that my upper

limit for holding a fish and a remote

control is around 46lb! I got a half

decent shot or two and then slipped

the beast back, happy that I’d finally

had my string pulled. Both had

fallen to the new Signature Wafters

over a bed of Manilla. End gear was

a pair of long multi rigs, proving

that the rig works equally well with

bottom baits or pop-ups.

We celebrated that evening in

fine style with a few cold stubbies

and a massive barbie that FoN put

on in his swim. The steaks were so

big we could barely cook two of

them at a time!

Incredibly, my swim went totally

dead after that – not another bleep

or a single bubble for the rest of the

week! It seemed that I had been

paid a fleeting visit, been gifted a

couple of good ones and that was

that – they were back off to their

usual haunts at the deep end!

It didn’t matter really, though, we

continued to have a great time and

the lads kept on hauling in the fish.

On the last afternoon, I had a

friendly beaver-like creature foraging

around behind my bivvy. I carefully

crawled on my stomach to within a

few feet of him and clicked off a few

nice pictures before he dived back

into the lake.

I know in some parts they are

considered vermin, but I have a more

live and let live attitude – the human

race kills more than enough things

already. He was a fine-looking fellow,

I’m sure you’ll agree!

We all left early on the Saturday;

Andy had a long drive home to

where he lives near the Swiss border

while Ian and myself had a long

one too, back to Blighty. All in all, it

really was a great week in fantastic

company – thanks for having me

chaps, it was a blast! Thanks also to

Dan, Jody and the wonderful girls –

we loved the home-cooked cakes!

Back home I had but a few days to

recover, sort out the gear and spend

time with the family before I was off

once again. The second spring trip

was to be at Crete Lakes with good

buddies Colin and Darren. Join me

next month and I will tell you all

about it – it was quite a trip!

THE CREATURE
GAVE ME A BIT OF
A RUNAROUND (AS
THEY ALL SEEMED
TO DO) AND IT
WAS PROBABLY
CLOSE TO 20
MINUTES BEFORE
I WAS ABLE TO
SECURE IT IN THE
LANDING NET.
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7. Smiles all round with this 
monstrous mirror.

8. Another big ’un to add to the
tally – 42lb.

9. A French-style meat feast.
10. 46lb is my limit for a self-take.
11. Simple, reliable components 

made for great hook-holds 
and lots of big French carp.
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TWO TONE

Big carp in the UK are much
more common these days,
and 50lb fish are caught

more regularly. When Two Tone
came to light it was one of just a
few fish of that colossal size in the
UK.

There aren’t many fish that
inspire a generation like Two
Tone did. A large, home-grown
Kent mirror carp that made UK
newspaper headlines, but what did
she mean to carp fishing?

She was the pinnacle. One of the
three most sought after carp in the
country along with Mary and the
Black Mirror, Two Tone surpassed
the British record and was caught

We take a look at the long-standing British record that captivated English

carp fishermen, and inspired a generation of big-fish anglers.

THE LEGENDS OF CARP FISHING

Approximately 30 carp resided
in the 30-acre lake, so bites were
few and far between. Compared
to the waiting-list-filled syndicates
of today, Two Tone was relatively
open-access.

One year on the Mid-Kent
Fisheries ticket would allow you to
go onto the Brook the following
year. It gave anglers from all over
the country the chance to catch
this awesome fish.

Two Tone reached the dizzying
heights of 67lb 8oz when Oz
Holness caught it in 2008. She
passed away in 2010 at the age of
45 years. An English carp fishing
icon.

by Gary Bayes at over 60lb, the first
UK carp to pass this landmark size.

Conningbrook Lake became
the stamping ground for the UK’s
best anglers, with many of the
most established anglers in the
country today being captors of Two
Tone – Dave Lane, Jim Shelley, Terry
Hearn, Darrell Peck and Oz Holness
have pitted their wits against this
legendary fish.

The lake itself wasn’t to be
sniffed at either, with its ying and
yang feel of the nearby industrial
area, containing the aromas of
a perfume and soup factory,
cotrasted against the natural feel of
the‘Brook’itself.
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KURVE
INDICATOR SYSTEM

Introducing one of the most versatile indicators available! The new 
JRC Kurve Indicators feature an articulating head and unique line clip 
system which can be set to grip the line or allow it to run freely. 
• Designed and engineered in England

• Exchangeable clip on lenses in 5 different popular colours

• Clever hinging indicator body for superb indication

• Rigid swing arm with a unique integrated metal aligned system

• Grip or free running clip allows versatility between slack, semi slack and tight lines

• Flexi-Chain, addition weights and hockey stick screw attachments included in pack

FIVE COLOURED 
CLIP-ON LENSES

KURVE − INFINITE ANGLES FOR 
THE ULTIMATE ANGLER 
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